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MAT 101 MATRICES, ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY AND   CALCULUS (3) (2+1) 
                 
UNIT  - I:  MATRICES 
Rank of a matrix - consistency of linear system of equations - eigen value problem - eigen 
values of a real matrix - characteristic equation - Eigen values and Eigen vectors of a real 
matrix - Properties - Cayley - Hamilton theorem (excluding proof) - Orthogonal 
transformation of a symmetric matrix to diagonal form - Quadratic form - Reduction of 
quadratic form to canonical form by orthogonal transformation. 
 
UNIT  - II:  THREE DIMENSIONAL ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY  
Direction cosines and ratios - angle between two lines - equations of a plane - equations of 
a straight line - coplanar lines - shortest distance between skew lines - sphere - tangent 
plane - plane section of a sphere - orthogonal spheres. 
 
UNIT  - III:  GEOMETRICAL APPLICATIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS 
Curvature in Cartesian co-ordinates - Centre and radius of curvature - Circle of curvature - 
Evolutes - Envelopes - Evolutes as envelope of normals. 
 
UNIT  - IV:  FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
Partial derivatives - Euler’s theorem for homogenous functions - Total derivatives - 
Differentiation of implicit functions - Jacobians - Taylor’s expansion - Maxima and Minima - 
Method of Lagrangian multipliers. 
 
UNIT  - V:  MULTIPLE INTEGRALS  
Double integration - Cartesian and polar coordinates - Change of order of integration - 
Change of variables between Cartesian and polar coordinates - Triple integration in Cartesian 
co-ordinates - Area as double integral - Volume as triple integral. 
 
PRACTICAL 
Rank of a matrix - Consistency of linear system of equations - Cayley - Hamilton theorem - 
Eigen values - Eigen vectors and diagonalisation - Similarity transformation - Orthogonal 
matrices - Reduction of quadratic form to Canonical form by orthogonal transformation. 
Angle between two lines - Equations of a plane - Equations of a straight line -Coplanar lines 
- Shortest distance between skew lines - Sphere - Tangent plane-Curvature - Centre and 
radius of Curvature - Involutes and evolutes - Chord of curvature-Envelopes. Partial 
derivatives - Total differential - Taylor’s expansion - Maxima and Minima - Constrained 
Maxima and Minima - Lagrange’s Multiplier Method - Jacobians - Differentiation under 
integral sign - Double integration - Cartesian and Polar Coordinates - Change  of order of 
integration - Area as a double integral - Triple integration in Cartesian coordinates - Change 
of variables between artesian and polar coordinates and between  Cartesian and 
Cylindrical/Spherical Polar Coordinate. 

 
PHY 101 ENGINEERING PHYSICS (3) (2+1) 
                 
UNIT  - I:    STRESS STRAIN RELATIONS 
Elasticity - Stress - Strain - Hook’s Law - classification of elastic modulus - Poisson’s ratio - 
Twisting couple on a cylinder - Torsional pendulum - Cantilever - Bending of Beam - Uniform 
and non uniform bending - viscosity - Coefficient of Viscosity - Streamline and Turbulent 
flow - Reynold’s number - Poiseuille’s method - Stoke’s method - Ostwald’s viscometer - 
surface Tension - Surface energy - Drop weight method - Capillary rise method - gravitation 
- Kepler’s Law - Gravitational constant - Gravitational field - Gravitational potential due to a 
spherical shell and solid sphere - Seismic waves - Seismograph and applications of 
seismology - acoustics - classification and transmission of sound - acoustical deign of 



 

auditorium - everberation time, absorption coefficient - loudness - Noise control - ultrasonics 
- classification and properties - magnetostriction and piezoelectric generation - detection and 
measurement - application - non-destructive testing - nature of heat - Joule Kelvin Cooling 
Effect - orous Plug Experiment - Liquefaction of gases - production of low temperature and 
adiabatic demagnetisation - Transmission of heat - Coefficient of thermal conductivity - Lees 
Disc Method for the determination of thermal conductivity.      
 
UNIT  - II:  OPTICAL PARAMETERS 
Resolving power of Optical Instrument - Rayleigh’s criteria - Microscopes - Electron Beam 
focusing - SEM and TEM - polarisation - types of polarized light - Nicol Prism - Double 
refraction - Quarter wave plate and Half wave plate - Polarimeter- laser - Principle of Laser, 
Population inversion - types of lasers - Helium-Neon laser - Semiconductor laser and 
applications - fiber Optics - Principle and types of optical fibers - Fabrication of Optical 
fibers: Vapour Deposition, Fiber pulling, Double Crucible - Transmission of light wave 
through Optical Fibers - Fiber Optical Communications and Sensors - Engineering 
applications. 
 
UNIT  - III:  MAGNETIC PROPERTIES 
Magnetic materials - Classification: Paramagnetics, Ferromagnetic, Antiferromagnetic and  
Ferrimagnetic materials - Soft and hard magnetic materials - Energy product and energy 
density - Bubble memory - Magnetic principle in computer data storage - dielectric Materials 
- dielectric parameters - types of polarization - types of electrical insulating materials - 
Dielectric constant - dielectric loss - Ferroelectric and piezoelectric materials - applications of 
Dielectric materials - Dielectric Capacitors - nanomaterials - Classification - Top Down 
approach and Bottom up approach for Synthesis - High energy Ball Milling, Chemical Vapour 
deposition and Sol gel. 
 
UNIT  - IV:  CONDUCTIVITY 
Electrical conduction - Classification of conducting materials - Drude Lorentz theory of 
metals - expression for electrical conductivity and drift velocity - Weidemann Franz Law - 
advantages and drawbacks of classical free electron theory - Band theory of solids - 
variation of electrical conductivity with temperature  - applications of conductors: strain 
gauge, thermistor, heating element, resistance theromometer - superconductors - types of 
superconductors - properties of uperconducting materials - BCS theory - Josephson effect - 
applications: SQUID and Magnetic Levitation.      
 
UNIT  - V:   
Structure of Atom - Rutherford’s experiment - Bohr’s atom model - Spectral series of 
Hydrogen atom, Pauli’s exclusion principle, Vector atom model, Coupling schemes - X-rays - 
production - Continuous and characteristic X-rays - Bragg’s law - Braggs X-ray Spectrometer 
- Powder - Crystal Method - Diffraction - Laue’s Method - Rotating Crystal Method - 
Moseley’s Law and its importance - Solids - Types - Crystal - Lattice - Basis, Primitive Lattice 
Cell, Unit Cell, Elements of Symmetry and Symmetry Operations, Crystal System - Miller 
indices - Determination of Crystal Structure by Bragg’s Law - Structure of KCl and NaCl 
crystals.    
 
PRACTICALS 
1.  Viscosity of liquid by Stokes’s method  
2.  Surface tension by Drop weight method 
3.  Young’s modulus of a rectangular bar by uniform bending method 
4.  Verification of Newton’s law of cooling and specific heat of liquid 
5.  Refractive index of solid prism using spectrometer 



 

6.  Wave length of prominent lines of mercury spectrum using a plane transmission 
grating 

7.  Specific rotatory power of sugar solution using polar meter 
8.  Emissivity of a surface - spherical Calorimeter 
9.  Viscosity of liquid by Poiseullie’s flow method  
10.  Surface tension by capillary rise method 
11.  Young’s modulus of a rectangular bar by non-uniform bending method 
12.  Thermal conductivity of bad conductor by Lee’s method 
13.  Refractive index of liquid prism using spectrometer 
14.  Rigidity modulus of a cylinder by Torsion Pendulum 
15.  Radius of curvature of a lens by Newton’s rings 
16.  Spectrometer i-d curve  
 
CHE 101 ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY (2) (1+1) 
                 
UNIT  - I:  GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
General principles of analytical chemistry - Common analytical methods - Qualitative and 
quantitative analysis - Accuracy and precision of analytical results - Preparation of laboratory 
reagents. 
 
UNIT  - II:  VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS 
Volumetric analysis - calibration of apparatus - preparation of primary and secondary 
standards - standardization. Theory of indicators and buffers - acidimetry, alkalimetry, 
oxidimetry, complexometry and precipitometry. 
 
UNIT  - III:  GRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS 
Gravimetric analysis - principles of precipitation reactions - solubility product - common ion 
effect - conditions of precipitation - choice of filters - washing solutions. 
 
UNIT  - IV:  INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS 
Instrumental analysis - principles and practices of potentiometry, conductometry, 
colorimetry, spectrophotometry, absorption and emission spectroscopy and chromatography 
- choice of analytical methods. 
 
UNIT  - V:  NUCLEAR TECNIQUES 
Radioactivity - measurements - radiocarbon dating - stable isotopes - tracer studies - mass 
spectroscopy - use of radioisotopes in fisheries.  
 
PRACTICALS 
Analytical techniques and concepts - Gravimetry - Volumetry - Acidimetry - Alkalimetry - 
Permanganimetry - Dichrometry - Iodimetry, Complexometry - Potentiometry - 
Conductometry - Colorimetry - Spectrophotometry - Turbidimetry - Flame Photometry - 
Atomic absorption spectrophotometry - Radioactivity. 
 
 
 
ENG 101 ENGLISH FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (3) (2+1) 
                 
UNIT  - I:  GRAMMAR REVIEW  
Tense - Noun forms, adjectives, comparative adjectives - degrees of comparison in 
sentences - verb forms, adverbs - articles, prepositions - sentence types, active and passive 
voice - synthesis of sentences. 
 



 

UNIT  - II:  LISTENING  
Objectives of listening - significance of listening - kinds of listening - hearing vs listening -
process of listening - note-taking - listening comprehension. 
 
UNIT  - III:  SPEAKING  
Introduction to speaking skills - Dialogue and Conversation - extempore speech - short talk -  
(a) general introduction b) statement of intension  c) Introduction in detail  d) Conclusion e) 
Invitation to discussion - academic speech (oral presentation and speech practice) - 
Introduction to English phonetics (organs of speech, vowels and consonants, stress and 
intonation) - self introduction - presentation skills (group dynamics and effective 
presentation, PowerPoint presentation and note card and preparation of hand-outs. 
 
UNIT-IV:   READING 
Technical vocabulary (make a list of all the vocabulary related to fisheries) - Word formation 
- Definition - Reading comprehension - Note-taking - Micro - skills of reading (Skimming, 
scanning, reading for information , reading for ideas, reading for ge) - Note-making  - 
Academic reading - critical reading  (strategies, skills and sub-skills in reading: - prediction - 
skimming (reading quickly for the main idea or gist) - distinguish between a) factured and 
non-factured  information, b) important and less important items, c) relevant and irrelevant 
information, d) explicit and implicit information and e) ideas and examples and opinions - 
drawing information and conclusions - deducting unknown words - understanding graphic 
presentation (data, diagrams etc.,) - understanding text organization and 
linguistics/semantic aspects - relationships between and with sentences (cohesion) - 
recognizing discourse/semantic markers and their function. 
 
UNIT  - V:  WRITING SKILLS  
Introduction to  mind mapping  in writing - Critical thinking - Kinds of  writing (Description, 
Narrating, Instruction, Explanation, Definition, Exemplification, comparison and contract, 
cause and effect, expressing: purpose, means, prediction, expectancy, reservations and 
results; Generalization and specification; discussion and argument, Drawing conclusion) - 
Writing sentences - discourse makers - coherence  and cohesion (using connectives) - 
punctuation and spelling - paragraph writing - Writing definitions - Essay Writing: The ten -
point plan for writing good essay - Understanding the title - Generation of ideas- Preliminary 
essay plan - Assembly of resource - Reading - Note-making - Detailed essay plan - First draft 
- Second draft- Final reading - Summarizing - paraphrasing - Precise  writing  - Letter of 
application - e-mail communication - Formal letter writing.  
 
COM 101 PROGRAMMING IN C and C++ (3) (2+1) 
                 
UNIT  - I:  INTRODUCTION TO PROBLEM SOLVING 
Introduction to computers - Computing concepts: Hardware - Input/Output, CPU, Memory - 
Software - System software - Operating system - Office suite - Spreadsheet basics - 
Programming: Introduction - Program Design: Problem analysis - Algorithm - Flowchart - 
Tracing Flow charts - Problem Solving Methods: Solving Problems with Sequential Solutions - 
Solving Problems with Solutions Requiring Selection - Solving Problems with Solutions 
Requiring Iteration. 
 
UNIT  - II:  CLANGUAGE PRELIMINARIES OR BASIC ELEMENTS OF C 
Introduction to C: History and importance of C - Structure of a C program - Character set - C 
tokens - Keywords  and identifiers - Rules for identifiers - constants - variables - Data types - 
Declaration of variables  - Operators and expressions - Precedence of operators - Managing  
I/O: Reading and writing a single character - Formatted I/O. 
 



 

UNIT  - III:  CONSTRUCTS OF C PROGRAMMING 
Decision Making - Branching: If Statement - If... Else Statement - Switch statement - 
Looping: While - Do While - For loop - Nesting of For loop - Comparison of loops - Jumps in 
Loops  - Array - One-Dimensional array  - Sorting - Bubble Sort - Searching - Linear Search - 
Two-Dimensional array - Matrix Manipulations - String - Reading and writing strings -  String 
handling functions. 
 
UNIT  - IV:  USER DEFINED AND DERIVED DATA TYPES 
User-Defined Functions: Need - Elements  - Definition - Return values and Their Types - 
Function Calls - Function Declaration - Categories of functions - Structures and Unions: 
Defining, Declaring and Accessing Structure - Pointers - Definition and understanding - 
Declaring - Initialization - Accessing a variable through its pointers - Pointer Expressions  -  
Pointer as function arguments - Functions returning pointers. 
 
UNIT  - V:  FILE HANDLING 
Defining and opening a file - closing a file - Input/output Operations on Files - getc and putc 
functions - getw and putw functions - Error Handling During I/O operations - Random 
Access to Files - Command Line Arguments. 
 
PRACTICALS 
Windows Operating System working environment - Microsoft Excel: Spreadsheet and data 
manipulations - Simple and advanced searching - working environment of C Editor - 
Variables - constants and operators with different data types - Branching structures - 
looping structures - One-Dimensional array - Two-Dimensional Array - String operation - 
Multi-Function program - Function calls using Arguments with return values - Structures and 
union - Pointer: Accessing variables - File handling: Sequential and Random access files. 
 
BCE 101 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS (2) (0+2) 
                 
UNIT  - I:  PLANE CURVES AND FREE HAND SKETCHING  
Curves used in engineering practices - Conics - Construction of ellipse, Parabola and 
hyperbola by eccentricity method - Construction of cycloid - construction of involutes of 
squad and circle - Drawing of tangents and normal to the above curves - Free hand 
sketching - Representation of Three Dimensional objects - General principles of orthographic 
projection - Need for importance of multiple views and their placement - First angle 
projection - layout views - Developing visualization skills through free hand sketching of 
multiple views from pictorial views of objects. 
 
UNIT  - II:  PROJECTION OF POINTS, LINES AND PLANE SURFACES 
Projection of points and straight lines located in the first quadrant - Determination of true 
lengths and true inclinations - Projection of polygonal surface and circular lamina inclined to 
both reference planes 
 
UNIT  - III:  PROJECTION OF SOLIDS 
Projection of simple solids like prisms, pyramids, cylinder and cone when the axis is inclined 
to one reference plane by change of position method 
 
UNIT  - IV:  SECTION OF SOLIDS AND DEVELOPMENT OF SURFACES 
Sectioning of above solids in simple vertical position by cutting planes inclined to one 
reference plane and perpendicular to the other - Obtaining true shape of section - 
Development of lateral surfaces of simple and truncated solids - Prisms, pyramids, cylinders 
and cones - Development of lateral surfaces of solids with cylindrical cutouts, perpendicular 
to the axis. 



 

UNIT  - V:  ISOMETRIC AND PERSPECTIVE PROJECTIONS 
Principles of isometric projection - isometric scale - isometric projections of simple solids, 
truncated prisms, pyramids, cylinders and cones. Perspective projection of prisms, pyramids 
and cylinders by visual ray method. 
 
BME 101 MANUFACTURING PRACTICES (3) (2+1) 
          
UNIT  - I:  PROPERTIES OF METALS 
Engineering materials - property definitions - iron-carbon equilibrium diagram - ferrous 
metals and alloys, non ferrous metals and alloys - manufacturing processes and properties - 
heat treatment of steels - purpose and method of heat treatment - annealing, normalizing - 
hardening - tempering - surface hardening.  
 
UNIT  - II:  FORMING AND WELDING PROCESS 
Mechanical working of metals - hot  working processes - hot rolling - hot forging - spinning -  
extrusion - drawing-piercing - cold working processes - cold rolling - shot peening - smith 
and forging operations - types - welding process - arc welding - polarity - types - electrodes 
- gas welding - gas flames - gas welding technique - gas cutting of metals - sheet metal 
work - tools. 
 
UNIT  - III:  MOULDING AND CASTING PROCESS 
Pattern making - pattern materials - types of pattern - core boxes- core prints  foundry -  
moulding tools - moulding sand - properties - moulding - moulding materials - types of 
moulds - methods of moulding - special casting process - permanent moulding - slush 
casting - die casting - centrifugal casting - investment casting - shell moulding - continuous 
casting. 
 
UNIT - IV:  MACHINING PROCESS  
Lathe - principal parts - types - working principles - basic operations - lathe accessories - 
drilling machine, shaper, planer - principal parts - working principle - operations - grinding 
machine, milling machine, principal parts - types - basic operations.  
 
UNIT  - V:  ADVANCED MANUFACTURING PROCESS 
Manufacturing process for plastics - compression moulding - transfer moulding - injection 
moulding - jet moulding and blow moulding - calendaring-casting - slush casting - laminating 
-  joining - modern machining methods, Electro discharge machining (EDM), wire cut Electro 
discharge machining (WEDM), advantages and limitations - advanced manufacturing 
technologies.  
 
PRACTICALS 
Carpentry tools, handling, operation, wood cutting, sizing, planning, shaping - practice in 
making joints, half lap, open mortise, tenon and mortise, finishing - fitting tools, handling, 
operation, bench work, job holding devices. Practice in filing, making joints, L and square, 
joints. lathe, operation, practice in facing, plain turning and thread cutting - arc welding, 
striking the arc - practice in welding joints, butt, lap - gas welding and cutting. Practice in 
making joints - shaper operation - practice in machining grooves - milling machine 
operation, tool mounting. Practice in key way milling - drilling machine, operations - practice 
in drilling and boring - grinding machine - practice in grinding operation.  
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
UNIT - I:  VECTOR DIFFERENTIATION 
Differentiation of Vectors - Scalar and vector point functions - Vector operator del - Del 
applied to scalar point functions - Gradient - Del applied to vector point functions -
Divergence and Curl - Physical interpretations of div F and curl F - Del applied twice to point 
functions - Del applied to products of point functions. 
 
UNIT - II:  VECTOR INTEGRATION 
Integration of Vectors - Line integral - Circulation- Work - Surface integral - Flux - Green’s 
theorem in the plane - Stoke’s theorem - Volume integral - Divergence theorem - Green’s 
theorem - Irrotational and Solenoidal fields - Orthogonal curvilinear coordinates, Del applied 
to functions in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates - Cylindrical coordinates - Spherical polar 
coordinates. 
 
UNIT - III:  ANALYTICAL FUNCTIONS 
Function of a complex variable - analytic function - necessary conditions - cauchy - riemann 
equations in cartesian coordinates - sufficient conditions (proof not included) - properties of 
analytic function - determination of harmonic conjugate by  milne - thomson method -

conformal mapping - 21 ,,, z
z

azaz  ,sin z, cos z, sin hz, cos hz and bilinear transformation. 

UNIT - IV:  COMPLEX INTEGRATION 
Statement and application of Cauchy’s theorem and Cauchy’s integral formula - Taylor and 
Laurent expansion - singularities - classification - residues - cauchy’s residue theorem - 
contour integration - unit circle and semi-circular contours (excluding poles on real axis). 
 
UNIT - V:  INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
Introduction - Definition - Conversion of a linear differential equation to an integral equation 
and vice versa - conversion of boundary value problems to integral equations using Green’s 
function - Solution of an integral equation - integral equation of the convolution type - Abel’s 
integral equation - Integro - differential equations - integral equations with separable 
kernels - Solution of Fredholm equations with separable kernels - Solution of Fredholm and 
Volterra equation by the method of successive approximations. 
 
PRACTICAL 
Problems in Scalar and vector point functions - Problems in Gradient - Problems in Del 
applied to vector point functions - Problems in Divergence and Curl - Problems in Line 
integral, Surface integral. Problems in Irrotational and Solenoidal fields. Problems in Green’s 
and Stoke’s theorem - Problems in Volume integral - Divergence theorem. Analytic function - 
Cauchy - Riemann equations in Cartesian coordinates - Determination of harmonic conjugate 

by Milne - Thomson method - Conformal mapping - 21 ,,, z
Z

azaz  , sinz, cosz, sinhz, coshz 

and  bilinear transformation. Problems in Cauchy’s theorem and Cauchy’s integral formula - 
Taylor and Laurent expansion - singularities - residues - cauchy’s residue theorem - contour 
integration - unit circle and semi-circular contours (excluding poles on real axis). Problems in 
conversion of a linear differential equation to an integral equation and vice versa - 
conversion of boundary value problems to integral equations using Green’s function - 
Solution of an integral equation - integral equation of the convolution type - Abel’s integral 
equation - Integro - differential equations -  integral equations with separable kernels - 
Solution of Fredholm equations with separable kernels - Solution of Fredholm and Volterra 
equation by the method of successive approximations 

 MAT 102
  

VECTOR CALCULUS, COMPLEX ANALYSIS AND INTEGRAL 
EQUATIONS 

(3) (2+1) 



 

CHE102 ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY (3) (2+1) 
   

UNIT - I :  WATER TECHNOLOGY   
Characteristics - alkalinity - types of alkalinity and determination - hardness - types and 
estimation by EDTA method (problems); Domestic water treatment - disinfection methods 
(Chlorination, ozonation. UV treatment) - Boiler feed water - requirements - disadvantages 
of using hard water in boilers - internal conditioning (phosphate, calgon and carbonate 
conditioning methods) - external conditioning - demineralization process 
desalination and reverse osmosis 
 
UNIT - II :  POLYMERS AND COMPOSITES  
Polymers - definition - polymerization - types - addition and condensation polymerization 
free radical polymerization mechanism - Plastics, classification - preparation, properties and 
uses of PVC, Teflon, polycarbonate, polyurethane, nylon-6,6, PET- Rubber - vulcanization of 
rubber, synthetic rubbers - buty1 rubber, SBR, Composites - definition, types polymer 
matrix composites - FRP only 
 
UNIT - III :  SURFACE CHEMISTRY 
Adsorption -  types - adsorption of gases on solids - adsorption isotherms - Frendlich and 
Langmuir isotherms - adsorption of solutes from solution - role of adsorbents in catalysis, 
ion-exchange adsorption and pollution abatement 
 

UNIT - IV :  ENGINEERING MATERIALS 
Refractories - classification - acidic, basic and neutral refractories - properties 
(refractoriness, refractoriness under load, dimensional stability, porosity, thermal spalling) - 
manufacture of alumina, magnesite and zirconia bricks, Abrasives - natural and synthetic 
abrasives - quartz, corundum, emery, garnet, diamond, silicon carbide and boron carbide. 
Graphite and Molybdenum sulphide. Nanomaterials - introduction to nanochemistry - carbon 
nanotubes and their applications 

 
UNIT - V :  CORROSION AND CORROSION CONTROL 
Chemical corrosion - Pilling - Bedworth rule - electrochemical corrosion - different types - 
galvanic corrosion - differential aeration corrosion - factors influencing corrosion - corrosion 
control - sacrificial anode and impressed cathodic current methods - corrosion inhibitors - 
protective coatings - paints - constituents and functions - metallic coatings - electroplating 
(Au) and electroless (Ni) plating 
 
UNIT - VI :  PHASE RULE AND ALLOYS 
Statement and explanation of terms involved - one component system - water system - 
condensed phase rule - construction of phase diagram by thermal analysis - simple eutectic 
systems (lead-silver system only) - alloys - importance, ferrous alloys - nichrome and 
stainless steel - heat treatment of steel, non-ferrous alloys - brass and bronze 
 
PRACTICALS 
1. Estimation of  hardness of  Water by EDTA 
2. Estimation of Copper in brass by EDTA 
3. Determination of  DO in water ( Winkler’s method) 
4. Estimation of  Chloride in Water sample (Argentometric) 
5. Estimation of  alkalinity of  Water sample 
6. Determination of molecular weight and degree of polymerization using viscometry 
7. Conduct metric titration (Simple acid base) 
8. Conduct metric titration (Mixture of weak and strong acids) 
9. Conduct metric titration using BaCl2 vs Na2  SO4 



 

10. Potentiometric Titration (Fe2+ KMnO4 or K2 Cr2 O7) 
11. PH titration (acid & base) 
12. Determination of water of crystallization of a crystalline salt (Copper sulphate) 
13. Estimation of Ferric iron by spectrophotometry 
 
MIC 101 GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY   (3) (2+1) 

  
UNIT - I :  HISTORY OF MICROBIOLOGY AND MICROSCOPY 
Definition and scope of microbiology - Historical perspectives of microbiology: Spontaneous 
generation theory; Germ theory, Contributions of Antonie Van Leeuwenhoek, Louis Pasteur, 
Contributions of John Tyndall, Robert Koch, Edward Jenner, Joseph Lister, Alexander 
Fleming and Waksman; Applied frontiers in microbiology. General Principles of optics in 
relation to microscopy - Resolving power, Numerical Aperture, Chromatic Aberration; 
Principles and Applications of Compound Microscope; Light Microscope; Dark Field 
Microscope; Bright Field Microscope; Phase Contrast Microscope; Fluorescent Microscope; 
Electron Microscope. Principles and types of stains - Simple stain, differential stain, negative 
stain, structural stains - spore, capsule, flagella. 
 
UNIT - II :  MICROBIOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES                                                       
Sterilization and disinfection techniques ; Principles and methods of sterilization - Physical 
methods - heat, filter sterilization, Radiation methods - UV rays, gamma rays, ultrasonic 
methods; Chemical methods - Use of alcohols, aldehydes, fumigants, phenols, halogens and 
hypochlorites- Phenol coefficient. Isolation of pure culture techniques - Enrichment culturing, 
dilution-plating, streak plate, spread plate and micromanipulator; Preservation of microbial 
cultures - sub-culturing, overlaying cultures with mineral oils, lyophilization, sand cultures, 
storage at low temperature. 
 
UNIT - III :  POSITION OF MICROBES IN THE LIVING WORLD AND THEIR  

STRUCTURE 
Three domains of life - similarities and differences, Whittaker’s Five Kingdom Concept of 
living organism and Carl Woese systems; Modern approach to the bacterial systematics; 
Differentiation of prokaryotes and eukaryotes; Archaea; Outline classification for bacteria as 
per the second edition of Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology. Groups of 
microorganisms; Bacterial size, shape and arrangement and morphology; functional 
anatomy of bacteria; Structure and organization of a bacterial cell: Invariant components - 
cell wall, cell membrane, ribosomes, nucleoid. Variant components - Capsule, flagella, 
fimbriae, endospore and storage granules; Morphology of fungi and algae. 
 
UNIT - IV :  MICROBIAL PHYSIOLOGY AND METABOLISM 
Bacterial growth, reproduction and factors influencing bacterial growth - Growth curve; 
Nutritional types and metabolic diversity of bacteria - autotrophs, heterotrophs, mixotrophs, 
methylotrophs, chemoorganotrophs, photoautotrophs, chemolithotrophs; Principles of 
energy generation and carbon metabolism; fermentation - respiration in bacteria.  
 
UNIT - V :  VIRUSES, BACTERIAL GENETICS AND IMMUNOLOGY 
Virus: different groups, structure and property of bacteriophages; Virus replication: Lytic and 
lysogenic cycles, viriods, Prions Genetic elements of bacteria: structure and functions of 
bacterial chromosome and plasmid; Mutation - types and mutagens; Genetic 
recombinations: Transformation, transduction, conjugation; Genetic engineering and 
genetically modified microorganisms - an introduction; Basic concepts of immunology - 
Antigen - antibody reactions. 



 

 
PRACTICAL 
Microscopes - Micrometry - Sterilization techniques and equipment - Growth media 
preparation - Bacteria, fungi and actinomycetes - Isolation, purification and preservation of 
bacteria and fungi. Staining techniques: Simple, differential and structural staining - spore 
staining - Measurement of bacterial growth - Identification of microorganisms: cultural, 
physiological and biochemical tests for bacteria - Experiments to show mutation in bacteria. 
 
BEE 101 ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERING (3) (2+1) 
          
UNIT - I:  BASIC CONCEPTS 
Basic electrical quantities - specific resistance - temperature coefficient. DC circuits - 
Kirchoff’s laws - Thevenin, Superposition theorem - star delta transformation. 
 
UNIT - II:  ELECTRICAL MACHINES 
Concept of magnetic circuit - inductance, self and mutual - laws of electromagnetic induction 
- simple loop generator - induced emf - DC generators, shunt, series and compound- DC 
motors - torque equation - types of motors and characteristics. 
 
UNIT - III:  AC FUNDAMENTALS 
Single phase AC circuits and basics - RMS and average quantities - Phasor representation - 
Three phase AC circuits - reasons for use of three phase systems - star and delta for 
generation and load - power factor and improvement - power and energy measurement - 
single phase transformer basics - construction and characteristics.  
 
UNIT - IV:  INDUCTION MOTOR 
Electric motors, types and classification - three phase induction motors - construction - 
principle - characteristics - single phase motors - types - principle.  
 
PRACTICAL 
Tests on shunt, series and compound motors and generators test on transformer, 
experiments with energy measurement and power factor determination, wiring practice on 
simple household circuits - load test on three phase motors - Star delta and DOL starters - 
connections. 
 
BME 102         ENGINEERING MECHANICS   (2) (1+1) 
   
UNIT - I:  FORCE SYSTEMS 
Mechanics - basic definitions - rigid body force system - Vector representation of force 
system. Free body diagram - Components of a force - resultant - Laws of forces. Analytical 
and graphical methods of force analysis. Equilibrium of forces - Lemi’s theorem  
 
UNIT - II:  MOMENTS 
Moments - Varignon’s theorem - couples - properties - engineering applications of moments 
- conversion of force systems to couples and forces.  
 
UNIT - III:  FRICTION AND SIMPLE MACHINES 
Friction - static and dynamic - laws. Motion of frictional body on horizontal and inclined 
planes. Wedges - Simple lifting machines - wheel and axle systems of pulleys, screw jacks. 
 
 
 
 



 

UNIT - IV:  MOTION  
Rectilinear motion - Definitions - Equations of motion under uniform acceleration. Newton’s 
Laws of motion - Projectiles. D’Alembert’s principles. Angular and curvilinear motion - 
Equations - Centrifugal forces. 
 
UNIT - V:  KINETICS 
Work, power and energy - Laws of conservation of energy and momentum. Motion of 
connected bodies. Kinetics of rotary motion 
 
PRACTICAL 
Problems on: Concurrent  forces in a plane and  space.  Forces on rigid bodies -  equilibrium 
under force-couple system. Equilibrium of rigid bodies in two and three dimension. Friction 
and its application - simple lifting machines. Support reactions and analysis of perfect  
frames. Linear motion - motion under gravity - Projectiles and laws of motion. Rotary motion 
and Laws of motion.  Motion of connected bodies. Work, power and energy. Kinetics of 
rotary motion.  

 
BME 103        THERMODYNAMICS (3) (2+1) 
      
UNIT - I:  BASIC CONCEPTS 
Types of thermodynamics - microscopic & macroscopic approach, thermodynamic systems - 
classification - properties and state of a system -  thermodynamic process, cycle and 
equilibrium -  point and path functions - Zeroth law of thermodynamics - unit of temperature 
and pressure. energy - types - law of conservation of energy -  heat - specific heat - thermal 
capacity and water equivalent.  mechanical equivalent of heat,  work - heat and work - a 
path function - comparison of heat and work - power -  first law of thermodynamics - energy 
balance of closed systems.  limitations of first law of thermodynamics. 
 
UNIT - II:  PROPERTIES AND PROCESSES OF PERFECT GASES 
Laws of perfect gas - general and characteristic gas equation - avogadro’s law - universal 
gas constant - specific heats of a gas  - internal energy, enthalpy and molar specific heat of 
a gas - Regnault’s law - relation and ratio between specific heats. Reversible and irreversible 
process, classification of thermodynamic processes. work done during a non-flow process - 
application of first law of thermodynamics to a non-flow process - perfect gas processes - P-
V, P-T relationship, work done, change in internal energy heat transfer and change in 
enthalpy during constant volume, constant pressure, constant temperature, adiabatic and 
polytropic processes. Flow process - application of first law of thermodynamics to a steady 
flow process.  work done for constant volume, constant pressure, constant temperature, 
adiabatic and polytropic flow processes -  application of steady flow energy equation to 
boiler, condenser,  evaporator, nozzle, turbine, rotary and reciprocating compressor. 
 
UNIT - III:  SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS AND ENTROPY OF PERFECT  

GASES 
Kelvin planck and Clausius statements - equivalence of kelvin - planck and clausius 
statements. Relation between heat and entropy - Importance and units of entropy - 
available and unavailable heat energy - Clausius inequality - principle of increase of entropy 
- change of entropy of a perfect gas - in terms of volume and absolute temperature, 
pressure and absolute temperature, pressure and volume. Change of entropy of a perfect 
gas during constant volume, constant pressure, constant temperature, reversible adiabatic 
and polytropic processes. 
 
 
 



 

UNIT - IV:  THERMODYNAMIC AIR AND VAPOUR CYCLES 
Thermodynamic air standard Carnot, Otto and Diesel cycles.  Carnot vapour cycle and Ideal 
Rankine cycle. 
 
UNIT - V:  PROPERTIES AND ENTROPY OF STEAM 
Formation of steam at a constant pressure - temperature vs total heat graph during steam 
formation -  wet, dry saturated and super-heated steam - dryness fraction of wet steam - 
enthalpy and specific volume of steam - uses of steam tables -  phase rule - PV, PT, TV, TS 
and h-s diagram for water and steam. Entropy of water - Entropy increase during 
evaporation.  Entropy of wet, dry and super heated steam. 
 
PRACTICALS 
Problems on conversion of pressure and temperature units, heat and work in non-flow quasi 
static process, first law of thermodynamics, perfect gas non-flow processes - constant 
volume, pressure and isothermal, adiabatic and polytropic, combination of processes, steady 
flow processes solving problems on second law of thermodynamics, application of steady 
flow equation to boiler, condenser and evaporator, steady flow equation to nozzle, turbine, 
rotary and reciprocating compressor, entropy of perfect gas, Carnot, Otto and Diesel cycles, 
vapour cycles - Carnot and ideal Rankine cycle - problems solving using steam tables and 
Molliar chart, entropy of steam 
 
FBR 101 FISHERIES BIOLOGY AND FISHERIES  RESOURCES (3) (2+1) 
   
UNIT - I:  FISHERIES RESOURCES  
Freshwater and Marine Biome - Major Fisheries resources - Finfish - Crustaceans - Molluscs 
- Aquatic mammals - other minor aquatic organisms - Protected fisheries resources 
 
UNIT - II:  CLASSIFICATION OF FISHERIES RESOURCES 
Concepts of systematic - Classification of aquatic organisms - external morphology of 
important organisms - Principles - Nomenclature - Taxonomic hierarchy - Phylogeny tree 
 
UNIT - III:   INTRODUCTION TO FISHERIES BIOLOGY 
Size relationship - Age - Growth - Nutrition and digestion - Reproduction - sex ratio - Life 
cycle - early life history of fishes - Migration 
 
UNIT - IV:  ANATOMY OF PHYSIOLOGY OF FISHERIES RESOURCES: 
Basics in anatomy of important aquatic organism - various systems of fish, molluscs, 
crustacean - General physiology of fish, molluscs and shrimps - respiration, osmoregulation, 
nerve function, circulation, hormone control, Endocrine system  
 
UNIT - V:  FISHERIES RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 
Unit stock - multiple stock - Fish abundance - spatial distribution - collection of data - 
sampling methods - underwater survey - Potential yield 
 
PRACTICALS 
Fish meristics and morphometrics - Sampling at different localities - Collection and 
identification of commercially important freshwater  and marine  fisheries resource - Visit to 
nearby culture system/ landing centre  and study the fishes  and shell fishes -  Anatomy of 
major fisheries resources -  fish, shrimp, crab, gastropod and bivalve -  Experiment in basic 
physiology - Respiratory quotient - Ammonia Quotient - Temperature effect and salinity on 
physiology - Analysis of species composition of commercial catches at landing Centre - 
sample survey at freshwater / marine system 

  



 

MAT 201 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND TRANSFORM THEORIES (3) (2+1) 
    
UNIT - I:  ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND ITS APPLICATIONS   
Definitions - Complete solution - Operator D - Rules for finding the complementary function - 
Inverse operator - Rules for finding the particular integral - Working procedure - Two order 
methods of finding P.I - Method of variation of parameters - Cauchy’s and Legendre’s linear 
equations - Simultaneous linear equations with constant coefficients. Simple harmonic 
motion - Simple pendulum - Oscillatory electrical circuits - Electro mechanical analogy  
 
UNIT - II:  PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
Introduction - Formation of Partial Differential equations - solutions of partial differential equation - 
linear equations of the first order - non linear equations of the first order - charpit’s method - 
homogeneous linear equation with constant coefficient - rules or finding complementary function 
and particular integral - Solutions of one dimensional wave equation, one dimensional heat 
equation - steady state solution of two- dimensional heat equation. 
 
UNIT - III:  LAPLACE TRANSFORMS 
Introduction - Definition; Conditions for existence - Transforms of elementary functions - 
Properties of Laplace transforms - Transforms of Periodic functions - Transforms of 
derivatives - Transforms of integrals - Multiplication by tn - Division by t - evaluation of 
integrals by Laplace transforms. Inverse transforms - Other methods of finding inverse 
transforms - Convolution theorem - Application to differential equations - Simultaneous 
linear equations with constant coefficients - Unit step functions - Unit impulse function.  
 
UNIT - IV:  FOURIER TRANSFORMS 
Introduction - Definition - Fourier integrals - Fourier sine and cosine integral - Complex 
forms of Fourier integral - Fourier transform - Fourier sine and cosine transforms - Finite 
Fourier sine and cosine transforms - Properties of F transforms - Convolution theorem for F 
transforms - Parseval’s identity for F transforms - Relation between Fourier and Laplace 
transforms  
 
UNIT - V:  Z-TRANSFORM 
Introduction - Definition - Some standard Z transforms - Linearity property - Damping Rule - 
Some standard results - Shifting un to the left - Multiplications by n - Two basic theorem - 
Some useful Z transforms -  Some useful inverse Z transforms - Convolution theorems - 
Convergence of Z transforms - Two sided Z transforms - Evaluation of inverse Z transforms - 
Applications to Difference equations. 
 
PRACTICAL 
Problems in  finding Complete solution, complementary function and particular integral - two 
order methods of finding P.I - Method of variation of parameters - Cauchy’s and Legendre’s 
linear equations - Simultaneous linear equations with constant coefficients. Simple harmonic 
motion - Simple pendulum - Oscillatory electrical circuits - Electro mechanical analogy. 
Formation of Partial Differential equations- solutions of partial differential equation - linear 
equations of the first order-Solutions of one dimensional wave equation, one dimensional heat 
equation - steady state solution of two- dimensional heat equation. Problems in Laplace 
Transform -Transforms of Periodic functions - Transforms of derivatives - Transforms of 
integrals - Multiplication by tn - Division by t -evaluation of integrals by Laplace transforms. 
Problems in Inverse transforms - Convolution theorem - Simultaneous linear equations with 
constant coefficients - Unit step functions - Unit impulse function. Problems in Fourier 
integrals - Fourier since and cosine integral - Complex forms of Fourier integral - Fourier sine 
and cosine transforms - Finite Fourier sine and cosine transforms - Convolution theorem for 
F transforms - Parseval’s identity for F transforms. Problems in Z transforms using standard 



 

results - Shifting un to the left - Multiplications by n- Convolution theorems - Convergence of 
Z- Evaluation of inverse Z transforms - Applications to Difference equations. 
 
BCE 201 STRENGTH OF MATERIALS (3) (2+1) 
 
UNIT - I:  BASICS OF STRESSES AND STRAINS 
Simple Stresses and Strains - Hooke’s Law - Modulus of Elasticity - Principle of Superposition 
- bars of varying sections - thermal stresses and strains - Elastic Constants - Poisson’s Ratio 
- Bulk Modulus - Shear Modulus - interrelationships - Strain Energy and Impact Loading -
Proof Resilience - Modulus of Resilience - Principal Stresses and Strains - Oblique sections - 
Analytical method - Graphical method (Mohr’s Circle method) 
 
UNIT - II:  CENTRE OF GRAVITY AND MOMENT OF INERTIA 
Centroid and Centre of Gravity - geometrical considerations - method of moments - Plane 
(laminae) sections - symmetrical sections - unsymmetrical sections - solid bodies and 
sections with cut our holes - Moment of Inertia - Routh’s rule - method of integration - 
Theorem of Parallel axes - Theorem of Perpendicular axes - geometric sections - solid and 
hollow sections - composite and built-up sections 
 
UNIT - III:  ANALYSIS OF FRAMED STRUCTURES (TRUSSES) 
Structures built of Frames - Types of Frames - Perfect and imperfect frames - deficient and 
redundant frames - Loads and stresses - Method of Joints - Method of sections - Graphical 
method - Bow’s notations - polar diagram - funicular polygon - vector diagram - cantilever 
trusses - freely supported trusses - King Post and Queen Post Trusses 
 
UNIT - IV:  SHEAR FORCE, BENDING MOMENT AND DEFLECTION (BEAMS) 
Cantilever beams and simply supported beams - continuous beams and overhanging beams 
- Uniformly distributed load and gradually varying load - Shear Force and Bending Moment 
distributions - Theory of Simple Bending - Bending stress - modulus of section - deflection in 
beams and cantilevers - Double integration method - Macaulay’s method. 
 
UNIT - V:  COLUMNS, SHELLS AND SHAFTS 
Columns and struts - Slenderness ratio - Buckling and crushing - Euler’s Column theory - 
applications - Rankine’s formula - Johnson’s formula - Indian Standards - Shells - Cylindrical 
and spherical shells - thin and thick shells - Shafts - torsion in circular shafts - Polar Moment 
of Inertia - strain energy due to torsion. 
 
PRACTICALS 
Calculations on simple stresses and strains in uniform and composite sections - thermal 
stresses and strains - determination of elastic constants with inter-relations - Analytical and 
Graphical (Mohr’s Circle) solutions to principal stresses and strains - Centre of Gravity and 
Moment of Inertia computations with solid, lamina and cutout sections - load distribution in 
framed structures using analytical methods (method of joints and method of sections) and 
graphical procedures (Bow’s notations and vector diagrams) - Shear Force and Bending 
Moment distributions along loaded beams and cantilevers (analytical solutions with 
drawings) - Theory of simple bending - solutions with double integration method and 
Macaulay’s method - computation of slope and deflections in beams and cantilevers - 
problems on columns with Euler’s theory, torsion in shafts and  failure of shells 
 
 
 
 
    



 

BCE 202 HYDRAULICS AND FLUID MECHANICS (3) (2+1) 
   
UNIT - I:  PROPERTIES OF FLUIDS 
Properties of fluids - definition - units of measurement - mass density - specific weight, 
specific volume - specific gravity equation of state - perfect gas - viscosity - vapour pressure 
- compressibility and elasticity surface tension - capillarity. Fluid pressure and measurement 
- simple, differential and micro manometers - Mechanical gages - calibration. Hydrostatic 
forces on surfaces - total pressure and centre of pressure - Horizontal- vertical and inclined 
plane surface - Pressure diagram - total pressure on curved surface. Archimedes principles - 
buoyancy - meta centre - metacentric height 
 
UNIT - II:  FLUID FLOW ANALYSIS 
Types of fluid flow - velocity and acceleration of a fluid particle - Rotational - irrotational - 
circulation and vorticity - Flow pattern - stream line - equipotential line - stream tube - path 
line - steak line - flow net - velocity potential - stream function. Principles of conservation of 
mass - energy - momentum - continuity equation in Cartesian co-ordinates - Euler's equation 
of motion.  
 
UNIT - III:  FLOW MEASUREMENTS 
Bernoulli's equation - applications - Venturimeter - orifice meters - nozzle meter - rotameter 
- elbow meter - pitot tube - Orifice - sharp edged orifice discharging free - submerged orifice 
- mouth piece - Flow through orifice under variable head - time of emptying a tank with and 
without inflow. Flow through pipes - laminar and turbulent flow in pipes - Reynold's 
experiment - Darcy - Weisbach equation for friction head loss - Chezy's formula -Manning's 
formula - Hazen-William’s formula - Major and minor losses in pipes - hydraulic gradient line 
- energy gradient line. Siphon - water hammer in pipes - gradual and sudden closure of 
values 
 
UNIT - IV:  OPEN CHANNEL FLOW 
Types of flow in channel - uniform flow - most economical section of channel - rectangular - 
trapezoidal. Specific energy and critical depth - momentum in open channel flow - specific 
force - critical flow - computation. Flow measurement in channels - notches - rectangular, 
Cippollette and triangular - float method - Flow measurement in rivers/ streams/ canals - 
weirs - free and submerged flow - current meter - Parshall flume. 
 
UNIT - V:  DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS & PUMPS 
Dimensional analysis - concept of geometric, kinematic and dynamic similarity. Important 
non-dimensional numbers - Reynolds, Froude, Euler, Mach and Weber. Pump terminology - 
suction lift, suction head, delivery head, discharge, water horse power - selection of pump 
capacity. Centrifugal pumps - components - working - types of pumps and impellers - 
Priming - cavitation - specific speed - characteristics curves. Turbine and submersible pumps 
- Jet pump - jet assembly - Other pumps - Air lift pump - reciprocating pump - sludge pump 
and vacuum pump-Hydraulic ram 
 
PRACTICAL  
Problems on properties of fluid - Pressure measurement - hydrostatic forces - kinematics of 
flow - continuity equation - tank emptying - Measurement of head loss in pipe lines and pipe 
fittings - Flow measurement in pipes with venturi meter & orifice meter - Flow measurement 
in channels - most economical channel section - Design of channel - Dimensional Analysis - 
Study on performance of centrifugal pumps - mono-block pump - reciprocating  
 
 
 



 

BME 201 HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER (2) (1+1) 
 
UNIT - I:  HEAT TRANSFER - CONDUCTION 
Basic transfer processes - heat, mass and momentum - heat transfer process -  conductors 
and insulators - conduction - Fourier’s fundamental equation - thermal conductivity and 
thermal resistance - linear heat flow - heat transfer through homogenous wall, composite 
walls, radial heat flow through cylinders and sphere - extended surfaces (fins) - solving 
problems in heat transfer by conduction. 
 
UNIT - II:  HEAT TRANSFER - CONVECTION  
Newton Rikhman’s law - film coefficient of heat transfer - convection - free and forced 
convection - dimensional analysis and its application - factors affecting the heat transfer 
coefficient in free and forced convection heat transfer - overall heat transfer coefficient - 
solving problems in heat transfer by convection.  
 
UNIT - III:  HEAT TRANSFER - HEAT EXCHANGER 
Heat exchangers - parallel, counter and cross flow - evaporator and condensers - 
Logarithmic Mean Temperature Difference - overall coefficient of heat transfer - tube in tube 
heat exchanger, shell and tube heat  exchanger, plate heat exchanger - applications of heat 
exchangers - solving problems in heat exchangers.  
 
UNIT - IV:  HEAT TRANSFER: RADIATION   
Radiation heat transfer - concept of black and grey body - monochromatic total emissive 
power - Kirchoff’s law - Planck’s law - Stefan-Boltzman’s law - heat exchange through non-
absorbing media - solving problems in heat transfer by radiation.  
 
UNIT - V:  MASS TRANSFER         
Mass transfer - introduction - Fick’s law for molecular diffusion - molecular diffusion in gases 
- equimolar counters diffusion in gases and diffusion of gas A through non diffusing or 
stagnant B - diffusion through a varying cross sectional area and diffusion coefficients for 
gases - molecular diffusion in liquids, biological solutions and gels. 
 
PRACTICAL 
Measurement of thermal conductivity by composite wall and lagged pipe method- 
determination of heat transfer coefficients  in  free and forced convection - experiments with 
parallel and counter flow heat exchangers - determination of emissivity, Stefan-Boltzmann’s 
constant - solving problems on heat and mass transfer. 
 
BME 202 MACHINE DESIGN AND COMPUTER  AIDED MACHINE 

DRAWING 
(3) (1+2) 

 
UNIT - I:  FUNDAMENTALS  OF MACHINE DESIGN 
General considerations in machine design - strength properties of engineering materials -  
limits and tolerances - types of fits - simple stresses in machine elements - tension - 
compression - shear and bearing stresses - torsional and bending stresses in machine parts-
torsional stresses in shafts, bending stresses in beams - combined stresses - theories of 
failure - Rankine’s and Guest theory.  

 
UNIT - II:  DESIGN OF FASTENERS 
Design of permanent joints - welded joints - comparison of welded and riveted joints - types 
of welded joints - transverse and parallel strength of fillet welds - design of butt joints - 
rivets and riveted joints - failure modes of riveted joints - design of non-permanent joints - 
threaded fasteners - stresses in screwed fastening due to static loading  



 

UNIT - III:  DESIGN OF MACHINE ELEMENTS 
Keys and couplings - strength of sunk keys-shaft couplings - design of sleeve coupling and 
flange coupling -  design of cotter and knuckle joints - design of shafts - shafts subjected to 
torsion, bending and combined stresses - power  screws - design of screw jack.  
 
UNIT - IV:  DESIGN OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
Belt drives - flat belts - Euler’s formula - V-belt  design - power calculation and selection - 
chain drive - design -  spur gear - classification - gear terminology - law of gearing - 
strength of gear teeth - Lewis equation - Buckingham equation - bevel gear - terminology - 
design of gear teeth - bearings - types of bearings - rolling contact bearings - principles 
behind selection of bearings - springs - types of springs - properties of spring material - 
terminology - design of helical springs.   

 
PRACTICAL 
Projections - orthographic - isometric. dimensioning - terms and notations - conversion of 
pictorial views into orthographic views - sectional views - sectioning convention. 
orthographic reading and interpretation of views. Computer aided drawing - learning any 
one CAD software for making machine drawings  - form of screw threads  - conventional 
representation of threads - hexagonal bolts and nuts - keys-shaft-key and hub assemblies - 
bearings - journal - solid - bushed - Pulley - flat and V. Drawing simple assemblies of 
machines on CAD - practice in solid modelling - working out design problems and making 
drawings of the designed components. 
 
AQC 201 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF AQUACULTURE (3) (2+1) 
 

UNIT - I 
Aquaculture as food production enterprise - an introduction. History of aquaculture - 
countries involved in aquaculture and ranking in the aquaculture production. Types of 
aquaculture - principles governing different types of aquaculture and their designs - 
freshwater, saltwater, brackish water, wastewater, recreational waters, running water 
aquaculture systems, natural open water aquaculture systems, indoor culture systems, 
Recirulatory Aquaculture Systems (RAS) and raceways. Principles of aquaculture and fish 
production in different regions of the world with regard to the culture systems. Advantages 
and disadvantages in different culture practices 
 

UNIT - II 
Species that are cultured in different parts of the world - top ranking species - cultivable 
species in India - their bioeconomic values and cultivable qualities - species selection and 
factors influencing the selection of species for aquaculture - hurdles in the domestication of 
species for aquaculture - suitability of species for different culture practices - potential 
species for aquaculture in India 
 

UNIT - III 
Culture practices - different methods developed and standardized system-wise and species -
wise - pond culture, tank culture, closed system, nursery rearing, grow-out, cage culture, 
pen culture freshwater and saltwater fin fish culture, freshwater and saltwater shellfish 
culture (predator-prey culture, air-breathing fish culture, carp culture, tilapia culture, shrimp 
culture, crab culture, fattening of crustaceans, etc) 
 

UNIT - IV 
Principles of seed production - natural breeding and seed collection methods - Induced 
breeding of warm water cultivable finfish species and seed production - Environmental 
factors affecting spawning and breeding - principles of hypophysation of fishes - artificial 
fertilization - Synthetic hormones used and practices of induced seed production in different 



 

species - nursery ponds and management. Different types of fish hatcheries - traditional, 
Chinese, glass jar and modern controlled hatcheries 
 

UNIT - V 
Role of feeds in aquaculture - live feed production - principles and methods of live feed 
production - formulated feeds and their utility - industrial production of feeds - advantages 
of processed feeds and application in different aquaculture sectors 
 

UNIT VI 
Live fish transportation - seeds and brooders - acclimatization process and protection of live 
animals in transport - use of anesthetics and determination of physico chemical parameters 
and control. Live fish and shellfish transport for marketing 
 

PRACTICAL  
1. Calculations of simple stresses, strains and Young’s Modulus of Elasticity in bars of 

uniform sections, varying sections and uniformly tapering sections 
2. Determination of Elastic Constants using their inter-relationships 
3. Calculation of thermal stresses and strains in uniform and composite sections 
4. Determination of Principal Stresses in Oblique sections: Analytical solutions 
5. Determination of Principal Stresses in Oblique sections:Graphical (Mohr’s Circle) solutions 
6. Centre of Gravity and Moment of Inertia calculations: solid, plane and cutout sections 
7. Analysis of Framed Structures: Method of joints and method of sections (analytical) 
8. Analysis of Framed Structures: Graphical solution (Bow’s notations and Vector diagram) 
9. Drawing Shear Force and Bending Moment distribution along cantilever beams: point 

load and uniformly distributed loads 
10. Drawing Shear Force and Bending Moment distribution along cantilever beams: 

Gradually varying loads (triangular and trapezoidal pattern) 
11. Drawing Shear Force and Bending Moment distribution along simply supported beams: 

point load and uniformly distributed loads 
12. Drawing Shear Force and Bending Moment distribution along simply supported beams: 

Gradually varying loads (triangular and trapezoidal pattern) 
13. Drawing Shear Force and Bending Moment distribution along overhanging beams: point 

load and uniformly distributed loads 
14. Drawing Shear Force and Bending Moment distribution along overhanging beams: 

Gradually varying loads (triangular and trapezoidal pattern) 
15. Calculations on Deflection of beams: double integration and Macaulay’s methods 
16. Calculations on Bending Stresses and Shearing stresses in beams 
17. PRACTICAL TEST 
 
 
 
FPT 201 PRINCIPLES OF FISH PROCESSING AND PRESERVATION (3) (2+1) 

      
UNIT - I  
Introduction - Seafood of commercial importance, seafood trade, role in Indian commerce - 
Fish as food - Importance of fish and shellfishes in human nutrition - Nutritional value of fish 
and shell fishes - Need for fish preservation  
 
UNIT - II 
Structure of fish myosystem - Chemical composition of fish and shellfish-Water, Protein -
Sarcoplasmic, Myofibrillar, Stroma proteins and their significance, Non protein nitrogen 
compounds and their significance, Lipids, Importance of omega 3 fatty acids in human 
health-Minerals, Vitamins and their significance 
 



 

UNIT - III 
Post mortem changes in fish and shellfish-Overview-sensory, autolytic, biochemical changes, 
microbiological changes - Microorganisms in fresh and spoiled fish and shellfish - Intrinsic 
and Extrinsic parameters affecting microbial growth - Types of microorganisms with 
reference to growth conditions 
 
UNIT - IV 
Principles of fish preservation and processing - Traditional methods: Drying, basic concepts, 
kinetics of fish drying, equilibrium moisture content, psychometrics - Drying calculation-
Theory of drying-Water activity and drying-Salting-principles, different types of salt and its 
quality requirement; Smoking-principles of smoking, sources of smoke, smoke and its 
composition and preservative action-Marinading process, principles, pickling and 
fermentation of fish and its principles. 
 
UNIT - V 
Chilling principles - Ice, CSW, RSW as chilling medium, properties, types-Requirement of ice 
for chilling-Heat load calculation-Freezing principles, phase equilibrium and freezing curves 
of pure water and binary solution and fish-Calculation of freezing rate and time-Theory of 
freezing-Effect of freezing on microorganisms and nutrients-Principles of thermal processing 
and basic concepts, absolute sterility, commercial sterility, 12-D concept, minimum 
botulinum cook, pasteurization, sterilization, mechanism of heat transfer, acidity 
classification of foods, heat resistance of bacteria and spores, decimal reduction time, D 
value, thermal death time, "Z", "F", “Fo” and cook value, heat penetration, cold point-
Determination of process time, graphical, formula, nomogram methods-Non thermal 
processing and principles, Radiation preservation, High pressure processing, Pulsed electric 
field, pulse light preservation 
 
PRACTICALS 
Commercially important fish and shellfishes- Visit to fish landing centre- Proximate analysis 
of fish-Effect of pH on storage stability of fish-Visit to fish curing yard- Drying rate 
calculation- Design of smoke kiln-Preparation of pickled product- Calculation of heat load 
and ice required for chilling-Types of freezers-Freezing rate and time calculation- 
Machineries used in canning-D-value-Process time calculation-Visit to freezing/canning plant 
 
MAT 202 NUMERICAL METHODS FOR ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS (3) (2+1) 
    
UNIT - I:  NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF EQUATIONS AND EIGEN VALUE PROBLEM. 
Iterative method, Newton - Raphson method for single variable - solutions of a linear system 
by Gauss Elimination, Gauss-Jordan, Jacobi and Gauss-seidel methods - inverse of a matrix 
by Gauss-Elimination method - eigen value of a matrix by Power and Jacobi methods. 
 
UNIT - II:  INTERPOLATION 
Newton’s divided difference formulae, Lagrange’s polynomials - Newton forward and 
backward difference formulae - Stirling’s and Bessel’s Central difference formulae (without 
proof). 



 

UNIT - III:  NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION AND INTEGRATION   
Numerical differentiation with interpolation polynomials - numerical integration by  Newton’s 
cotes method ,Trapezoidal and Simpson’s (both 1/3rd and 3/8th) rules - Romberg Integration. 
 
UNIT - IV:  INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Single step Methods -Taylor Series, Euler and Modified Euler, Runge - Kutta method of order 
second, third and fourth  for first and second order differential equations - system of 
equations-Taylor series method, Runge - Kutta method of order second, third and fourth  for 
system of  differential equations. Multistep method-Miline and Adams -Bashforth  predictor 
and corrector methods. 
 
UNIT - V:  BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
Finite difference solution for the second order ordinary differential equations - finite 
difference solution for one dimensional heat equation (both implicit and explicit), one -
dimensional wave equation and two-dimensional laplace and poisson equations. 
 
PRACTICAL 
Newton - Raphson method for single variable-Solutions of a linear system by Different 
Methods -  Inverse of a matrix by Gauss-Elimination method - Eigen value of a matrix by 
Power and Jacobi methods. Newton’s divided difference formulae, Lagrange’s polynomials- 
Newton forward and backward difference formulae- Stirling’s and Bessel’s Central difference 
formulae- Numerical differentiation with interpolation polynomials - Numerical integration by 
Newtons’s cotes methos,Trapzoidal and Simpson’s (both 1/3rd and 3/8th) rules-Two and 
Three point Gaussian quadrature formula-Romberg Integration.  Single step Methods- Taylor 
Series, Euler and Modified Euler method- Runge - Kutta method of order four for first and 
second order differential equations- System of equations-Taylor series method ,Runge - 
Kutta method of order second, third and fourth  for first order differential equations. 
Multistep method-Miline and  Adams - Bashforth  predictor and corrector methods. Finite 
difference solution for the second order ordinary differential equations-Finite difference 
solution for one dimensional heat equation (both implicit and explicit)- One-dimensional 
wave equation and two-dimensional Laplace and Poisson equations. 
 
BCE 203 SURVEYING  AND  LEVELLING (3) (1+2) 
       
UNIT - I:  PRINCIPLES OF SURVEYING  
Principles and basic concepts, objects and uses of surveying - classification and basic 
methods of surveying- Types of chains, Ranging rod, Ranging - Direct and Indirect methods 
- Method of  Chaining on level and sloping ground - Obstacles in chaining .  
 
UNIT - II:  CHAIN SURVEYING  
Principles of chain surveying - selection of survey stations and lines - Offsets - types, 
Measurement - cross staff and optical square - Steps involved in Chain Survey - 
Reconnaissance, Index sketch, Reference sketch, Booking entries in field book - Plan and 
Map, Scale - Plain and Diagonal - Testing of Chain, Degree of accuracy in chaining, Errors 
and compensation - cumulative, mistakes - Determination of limiting length of offset and 
problems -  
 
UNIT - III:  COMPUTATION OF AREA AND VOLUME  
Area computation, Mid-Ordinate rule, Average ordinate rule, Trapezoidal rules, Simpson rule 
and Coordinate method of finding area-Computation of volume. 
 
 
 



 

UNIT - IV:  COMPASS TRAVERSING  
Basic terminologies of Compass traversing - Prismatic and Surveyors Compass - Checking 
the accuracy of traverse - Errors and mistakes in Compass survey - Plane tabling - 
instruments and accessories - Radiation, Traversing, Orientation - Intersection and 
Resection. 
 
UNIT - V:  LEVELLING AND CONTOURING  
Levelling - definition - types of Benchmarks - different types of levels - optical principle - 
lenses - telescopes - Basic principles of leveling - different methods of reduction of levels - 
types of levelling - Theory of simple, compound, precision, profile, cross sectional and 
reciprocal levelling - Contouring - definition - contour characteristics - direct and indirect 
methods - gradient contour - uses - Minor instruments, Hand level - Clinometer - Abney 
level - Planimeter - Theodolite types - adjustments - setting up - reading angles - 
measurements - Area and elevation determination. 
 
PRACTICAL: 
Use of different types of chains and tapes - folding and unfolding - ranging - field recording.  
Chaining - use of cross staff - optical square.  Linear measurement and offset setting area 
computation by cross staff survey - Plotting of cross-staff survey - Chain traversing of 
cropped area - Correction of Errors in chains and Problems - Computation of Area from field 
notes and plotted plan, Mid-ordinate rule - Average ordinate rule, Trapezoidal rule - 
problems - Simpson rule and Coordinate method of finding area and problems - Closed 
compass traversing - Plotting of closed compass traverse and correction of closing error - 
Open compass traversing - Problems on  Compass traversing - Area computation by plane 
table survey - radiation method intersection & resection methods traversing -  Use of Dumpy 
of level - limitation - handling - shifting.  Simple levelling - temporary adjustments - 
Differential levelling  - Profile levelling - Profile levelling - plotting - Cross-sectioning - Cross 
sectioning - plotting - Contouring - plotting of contour - preparation of map - estimation of 
volume - Permanent adjustments in Dumpy Level, Use of Minor instruments, Finding area 
using Planimeter - Theodolite - cross sectioning with Theodolite - Traversing with a 
Theodolite -  Volume of earth work computation. 
 
BEE 201 ELECTRONICS AND INSTRUMENTATION (3) (2+1) 
       
UNIT - I:  BASIC ELECTRONICS CIRCUITS 
Passive devices - semi conductor devices - transistors - diode circuits - amplifier circuits - 
oscillator circuits - thyristor circuits  
 
UNIT - II:  INTEGRATED AND DIGITAL CIRCUITS 
Integrated circuits and operational amplifier - logic gates - flip flop - counters - digital to 
analog - analog to digital converters - microprocessor introduction. 
 
UNIT - III:  BASIC CONCEPTS OF MEASUREMENT 
General measurement systems - static and dynamic characteristics of instruments - 
transducer elements - basic input circuits  
 
UNIT - IV:  INSTRUMENTATION FOR MEASUREMENT OF PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 
Transducer for motion measurement - force measurement - torque and power measurement 
- pressure and temperature measurement - flow measurements - pH, humidity, speed 
measurement using photo electric & reluctance principles 
 
 



 

UNIT - V:  PRINCIPLES OF PROCESS CONTROL AND MICROPROCESSOR BASED 
INSTRUMENTATION 

Automatic process control system and controllers - programmable logic controllers - 
introduction - computerized data acquisition system  
 
PRACTICAL 
Experiment on elementary analog and digital circuits. experiment on use of transducers and 
circuits for measurement of motion, pressure, temperature, humidity, speed and pH - 
calibration of such instruments - study of microprocessor and plc based systems and their 
use for control applications - data acquisition and control using computers. 
 
BME 203    HEAT POWER ENGINEERING (2) (1+1) 
            
UNIT - I:  TYPES AND PROPERTIES OF FUELS  
Fuels - types and properties - higher and lower heating values, their determination -
properties of gas mixtures, ideal and real gases - Dalton’s law of partial pressures-Internal 
energy, enthalpy, entropy and specific heats of gas mixtures. 
 
UNIT - II:  IC ENGINES   
IC Engines - Types - Components - two stroke & Four stroke cycle engines - valve timing 
diagrams - petrol and diesel engines - Gas engines - Rating of SI and CI engine fuels - 
Ignition system for petrol engines - Fuel injection system for CI engines - cooling systems 
for IC engines - Lubrication systems for IC engines - super charging and Turbo charging - 
Governing of IC engines. 
 
UNIT - III:  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF IC ENGINES 
IMEP, IHP, BHP - Mechanical efficiency - Brake Thermal Efficiency - Volumetric efficiency - 
heat balance sheet and Sankey diagram - Testing of IC engines-rope brake, prony brake, 
hydraulic and electrical dynamometers -  mechanical efficiency.  Heat balance and Sankey 
diagrams for IC engines.  
 
UNIT - IV:  STEAM BOILERS  
Boilers-components - classification - Cochran, Scotch marine, Lancashire, Cornish, 
Locomotive, Babcock and Wilcox, La-Mont, Loeffler and Benson boilers - boilers mounting 
and accessories. Performance of steam boilers.  Water treatment - characteristics of impure 
water-scale and sludge in boilers-methods of water treatment for boilers-Boiler safety and 
maintenance - Boiler draught - types.  
 
UNIT - V:  COGENERATION AND COMBINED HEAT AND POWER   
Cogeneration & Trigeneration - Gas and steam turbines-principle - Process flow with 
instrument locations - performance - testing procedure- factors influencing the performance 
-waste heat recovery boiler losses.  Cooling towers. CHP Systems - biogas Cogeneration CHP 
Plant Equipment-performance. Measurement of pressure, fluid flow, and temperature -
calibration. 
 
PRACTICAL  
Determination of calorific value of solid fuels, properties of gas mixtures, stoichiometric air 
requirement of fuels, gravimetric and volumetric analysis of products of combustion - 
conversion of mass to volumetric analysis and vice versa.  Determination of calorific value of 
solid and liquid fuels using Bomb calorimeter - fuel gas composition using Orsat apparatus - 
study of diesel and petrol engines-Determination of  performance of IC engines - Problems 
on IC engine performance - problems on properties of steam - determination of 
performance efficiency of boilers - visit to an industrial boiler. 



 

AQE201 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF AQUACULTURE 
ENGINEERING 

(3) (2+1) 

 
UNIT - I 
Aquaculture System - Types- Classifications based on water supply, water salinity, species, 
stocking density. Tide-fed / pump fed farms, creeks, estuarine and marine water source 
utilization. Components of a Typical Aquaculture Farm:  Bunds-Types, Inlet - Types. Outlet - 
Types, Open canals and their types. Site Selection - Criterion - Soil - types, properties, 
classification, sampling methods and texture analysis   
 
UNIT - II 
Land survey, area calculation of plane surface of regular and irregular shape as applied to 
measurement of land, trapezoidal rule, and Simpson’s rule, volume of regular and irregular 
shape as applied to the volume of stacks, heaps. Earth work calculation - ponds, dykes, 
canals and roads. Design and construction of ponds and dykes. Farm Machineries for 
construction Earth Moving Equipment  - Types and classification based on working principle 
- Identification, selection based on performance charts, soil type, type of construction 
activity 
 
UNIT - III 
Design procedure of all water management structures. Computation of water intake and 
discharge. Tidal influences and maintenance; Effect of seepage and evaporation and their 
control. Water budgeting. Water distribution system - main feeder channel, drainage channel. 
Water control structure - types of inlets and outlet and their construction.  Effluent Treatment 
Ponds - Principles, Design and Operation.   
 
UNIT - IV 
Hatchery - Types and classification: Location, Site Selection Criteria, Design and Construction 
of Hatcheries for all species of fishes, shrimps, bivalves, etc., and Lay out of its facilities. 
Hatchery Water Supply and Drainage system, Air and Oxygen Supply System - Principles 
Design, Installation and Maintenance: Hatchery Electrification - Selection, Installation and 
Maintenance  
 
UNIT - V 
Design of large scale Integrated Aquaculture Projects - Components - Planning and Lay Out 
including Farm Utilities complex. Farm Electrification- Selection ,Installation and Maintenance  
 
PRACTICAL 
Evaluation of potential site for aquaculture. Land survey - chain, compass, level, plane table, 
and contouring; soil analysis for farm construction. Site survey: preparation of site and 
contour maps. Design and layout of fresh water and brackish water farms and hatcheries. 
Design of farm structure: ponds, dykes, sluices and channels. Earth work calculation. 
Calculation on water requirement.. Visit to different types of farms. 

 
FPE 201 UNIT OPERATIONS IN PROCESS ENGINEERING (3) (2+1) 
    
UNIT - I:  BASIC UNIT OPERATIONS 
Unit operations in food processing - conservation of mass and energy - overall view of an 
engineering process - dimensions and units - dimensional and unit consistency - 
dimensionless ratios. 
 
 
 



 

UNIT - II:  SIZE REDUCTION   
Size reduction - grinding and cutting - principles of comminuting - characteristics of 
comminuted products - particle size distribution in comminuted products-energy and power 
requirements in comminuting - crushing efficiency - Rittinger’s, Bond’s and Kick’s laws for 
crushing-size reduction equipments- construction and operation 
 
UNIT - III:  MECHANICAL SEPARATION 
Filtration - definition -filter media - types and requirements-constant rate filtration - constant 
pressure filtration - filter cake resistance-filtration equipment - rotary vacuum filter - filter 
press-sedimentation - gravitational sedimentation of particles in a fluid - Stoke’s law, 
sedimentation of particles in gas-cyclones - settling under sedimentation and gravitational 
sedimentation-centrifugal separations - rate of separations - liquid - liquid separation - 
centrifuge equipment.. 
 
UNIT - IV:  MIXING AND EXTRUSION  
Mixing of solids, pastes, and liquids - equipment - liquid mixers - mixers for pastes - and 
high viscous masses criteria for mixer effectiveness - agitation of liquids - equipments - 
impeller - propeller and flow patterns - extrusion cooking - principles and types of extruders 
- single and double screw extruder- construction and working.  
 
UNIT - V:  DRYING AND DEHYDRATION 
Water activity - sorption behaviour of foods - isotherm models - dehydration - methods - 
types of dryers - tray dryer, vacuum dryer, heat pump dryer, microwave drying and tunnel 
drying - principles, construction, working and applications - advantages and disadvantages. 
 
PRACTICAL  
Experiments on size reduction equipments - filtration-cyclone separator-centrifugal separator 
- mixing equipment- extruders and dryers.  

 
FNM 201 FISHING  CRAFT  AND  GEAR  ENGINEERING (3) (2+1) 
           
UNIT - I 
Introduction: History & development of fishing crafts. Traditional fishing crafts of India. 
Classification of fishing crafts based on fabrication, dimension, nature of fishing, depth of 
operation etc. History & development of mechanization of fishing crafts: Boat building 
materials - their preparation, seasoning, preservation & their advantages & disadvantages. 
Choice of construction material; comparison of mechanical properties 
 
UNIT - II 
Boat design -Important terminologies of fishing vessel & related to fabrication: Drawing 
conventions in naval architecture. Form co-efficient & ratios: Design procedure: Displacement 
-weight equation; estimation of light weight ship; Basic mathematics & Hydrodynamics for 
designing of fishing vessels. Marine engines & propellers, powering basics. Introduction to 
marine engines - types, components. Different types of engine systems. Estimation of engine 
power for fishing vessel. Marine propeller types, characters & selection of propellers. Boat 
construction methods: Deck-fittings and maintenance - common fouling & boring organisms. 
Preservation and maintenance of various types of hull. Stern gear assembly. Deck fitting and 
fishing equipment 
 
UNIT - III 
Rules and regulations for fishing vessel fabrication, operation & safety. Introduction: History 
and development of fishing gears; classification of fishing gears of world and India. Factors 
that determine selection of fishing gears. Gears used in relation to fish and fishing area. 



 

Fishing gear materials - Classification - natural and synthetic - yarns, twines, ropes - their 
properties and identification methods. Yarn numbering systems Runnage, conversions. Twist 
in twines and ropes, braiding ropes, leaded ropes, floated ropes 
 
UNIT - IV 
Netting - types of knots, knotless netting, meshes, braiding, shaping, creasing, baiting, and 
tailoring. Mounting of webbing - different methods, hanging coefficient, take up ratio. 
Accessories for fishing gear. Floats - buoys - its materials, types, properties and buoyancy. 
Sinkers - types, materials, properties- negative buoyancy; bobbins, tickler chain. Wire ropes - 
wires, strands, cores - selection of wire ropes, breaking strength, specification. Fishing 
accessories - thimbles, shackles, C-links, rings, G-links, Kelly’s eye, stopper, bottle screw, 
butterfly, chains. Hooks; types, materials, specification numbering system, jigs, spoon hooks. 
Maintenance and storage of gears and gear materials. Preservation of netting and other 
accessories. Selection of gear materials. Parts of a trawl net, purse seine, gill net and tuna 
long lines. FAO classification of fishing gear and methods  
 
UNIT - V 
Modern commercial fishing methods- Operation and classification of trawling, purse seining, 
lampara net fishing, gill netting, line fishing. Squid jigging. Selective fishing - active fishing 
and passive fishing. Deck layout - trawlers, purse seiners, long liners, gill netters and 
combination fishing. Fishing accessories and deck equipment’s - types of winches, net 
haulers, line haulers, triple drum, gurdy, power blocks, fish pumps. Fish finder, GPS 
navigator, sonar, net sonde, gear monitoring equipments 
 
PRACTICAL 
Study on Traditional crafts & various boat building materials. Introduction to engineering 
drawing: Lettering & dimensions. Projection & its styles. Drawing of traditional crafts: 
catamaran &Satpati, etc. Drawing of backbone assembly & U & V bottom hull of wooden 
boat. Lines plan drawing of small fishing vessel: body plan, profile & half breadth plan. 
Drawing of deck lay outs of various fishing crafts: Trawlers, gill netters, long liners, squid 
jiggers etc. Designing of fishing vessel from a parent vessel. Study of propeller & stern gear 
assembly. Study on marine fouler & borers. Visiting to harbors, boat building yards & dry 
docking yard. Handling of net braiding tools, making different knots, bends, hitches, net 
braiding using different knots-  shaping, creasing, baiting, fly mesh tailoring  -  T-cuts, N-
cuts, B-cuts. Calculations- joining of netting, lacing, seaming. Mounting methods, hanging, 
revving, direct, indirect, connected calculations- assembling of netting. Damages on the 
netting, mending of net, identification of synthetic and natural fibres by various methods. 
Calculation of bouncy, negative buoyancy - identification of fibres, twines, ropes, iron wares, 
fish hook. Specification of ropes, wire ropes, iron wares, rigging materials, methods.  Seining, 
boat seines, beach seines, gill netting, drift set, trammel nets.  Line fishing - pole and line, 
tuna long lines, squid jigging. Falling gear -cast nets. Lift nets, Chinese dip nets. Deck layout 
of trawlers. Purse seiners, tuna long liners, gill netters and combination fishing vessels. 
Fishing experience in operation of traditional and modern fishing methods. Familiarization of 
various fishing accessories on board. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

MAT 301 ENGINEERING STATISTICS (3) (2+1) 
                
UNIT - I:  PROBABILITY THEORY  
Random experiment - definition of probability - axioms on probability - definition of events 
and its types - conditional probability - addition and multiplication laws of probability - 
Baye’s theorem. 
 

UNIT - II:  RANDOM VARIABLES AND MATHEMATICAL EXPECTATION 
Random variable - discrete and continuous random variable - probability mass function and 
density function - distribution function and its properties - two dimensional random variables 
- joint probability mass and density function - marginal distribution function - conditional 
probability distribution - mathematical expectation and its properties - Moment generating 
function and its properties - central limit theorem (without proof). 
 

UNIT - III:  PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS  
Discrete Probability distribution: Bernoulli distribution - Binomial distribution - Poisson 
distribution - Properties - their mean, variance and moment generating function. Continuous 
distribution: Normal, Standard normal distributions, Uniform, Exponential, Gamma, - 
Properties - their mean, variance and moment generating function. 
 
UNIT - IV:  TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE 
Introduction - Parameter and statistic - Sampling Distribution - Standard Error - Null 
hypothesis and Alternative hypothesis - Level of significance and critical value - One Tailed 
and Two Tailed Tests - Type I and Type II errors - Test procedure. Large sample test - 
single mean and difference between two means - single proportion and difference between 
two proportions.  Small sample tests - t-test for testing the significance of single mean - 
independent t-test (equal & unequal variances) and paired t test - chi square test for testing 
the association of a 2 x 2 contingency table. 
 

UNIT - V:  STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL 
Introduction to Statistical Quality Control. Chance and assignable causes of variation - uses 
of Statistical quality control - process and product control - Control Charts and its uses - 
Control limits - control charts for variables - Construction of control charts for mean and 

range ( X  and R ) charts - control charts for attributes - ‘np’, ‘p’ and C charts. 
 

PRACTICAL SCHEDULE 
1. Simple problems in probability and Simple problems based on additive and multiplicative 

laws of probability. 
2. Application of Baye’s theorem. 
3. Problems in probability mass function and density function. 
4. Problems in joint probability mass function and density function. 
5. Deriving their mean and variance using moment generating function. 
6. Problems in Bernoulli, Binomial distribution 
7. Problems in Poisson distribution and Problems in Normal distribution 
8. Problems in Uniform and Gamma distribution. 
9. Problems in Exponential distribution. 
10. Large sample test - test for single proportion and difference between two proportions. 
11. Large sample test - test for single mean and difference between two means. 
12. Small samples test - t-test for single mean - t test for difference between two sample 

means (equal variances only). 
13. Paired t-test. 
14. Chi square test for testing the association of a 2 x 2 contingency table. 

15. Construction of control charts for mean and range ( X  and R) charts. 
16. Construction of np and p chart 



 

BCE 301 ENVIRONMENTAL  ENGINEERING  AND MANAGEMENT                                                     (2) (1+1) 
                     
UNIT - I 
Components - water, air and land - inter - relationship between components - 
Subcomponents; ecosystem - structure and functional components of ecosystem - 
development and evolution of ecosystem - energy flow and material cycling in ecosystem. 
Natural and manmade impacts on aquatic ecosystems, environment and development - 
concept of sustainable development - saline and alkaline soil -.remedial measures 
 
UNIT - II 
Current environmental issues in aquatic ecosystems, municipal sewage and solid waste, 
hazardous waste and biomedical waste management in water bodies- industrial, fish and 
shrimp farm, salt pan effluents and agricultural waste and effluent discharge and 
management aspects in aquatic systems- various pollution and its impact on diversity of 
aquatic systems. 
 
UNIT - III 
Engineering of waste water treatment - sewage and sludge, fish processing industries solid 
waste  and  effluent management,  minimization   and utilization - thermal power plant 
effluent discharge and engineering measures to reduce impact on aquatic ecosystems  - 
clean technology options, Sensors for continuous environmental monitoring of water bodies. 
Design criteria for waste water treatment plant - Design and construction of wet lands for 
bioremediation of waste water from industries. 
 
UNIT - IV 
Current regulations in wastewater management in India, Environmental Impact Assessment 
of manmade structures on the biodiversity of aquatic systems - methodology and reporting of 
results for marine, estuarine and freshwater ecosystem.  
 
UNIT - V 
Development of Environmental management systems: Environmental Issues for fisheries 
industry. Environment Management in Fisheries, Policy planning and implementation. 
 
PRACTICALS 
Design and construction of Effluent Treatment Units, Modeling of biological filters, Trickling 
filters, sand filters. Visit to fish processing unit effluent treatment units, Aquaculture effluent 
treatment units and domestic effluent treatment units.EIA methodology, Studying and 
analysis of EIA Project reports. 
 
BCE 302 ENGINEERING MATERIALS , ESTIMATION  AND COSTING (3) (2+1) 
 
UNIT - I:  BUILDING MATERIALS 
Rocks - Classification - Stones - characteristics and testing - Clay products -   Bricks - properties, 
classification, manufacturing and testing of bricks.  Sand - Sources   - Characteristics, grading and  
bulking of Sand. Timber - qualities and defects. Metals - Ferrous and Non-ferrous - material 
substitution. 
 
UNIT - II:  CEMENTING MATERIALS 
Lime - types - properties and storage - calcination. Cement - Raw materials - types - 
manufacture of cement - wet and dry process - Storage.  Mortar - types - Concrete - methods 
of preparation - RCC - advantages.  
 
 



 

UNIT - III:  MASONRY 
Masonry - general principles - Stone, Rubble and Ashlar masonry - Selection - Tools for 
stone masonry - Brick masonry - Classifications of bonds - English and Flemish bond.  
 
UNIT - IV:  BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 
Foundation - Bearing capacity of soils - foundation requirements- causes of failure - types of 
foundations. Walls - classification - Painting and distempering - Roofs and Trusses - 
classification. Floors - types of floor.  Dampness - methods of damp proofing. 
 
UNIT - V:  PLANNING , ESTIMATION AND COSTING 
Preparation of building plans - PWD schedule of rates - Procedure and methods of 
estimation - two wall method, four wall method and centre line method - detailed estimate - 
abstract estimate - data sheet.  
 
PRACTICAL 
Design of foundation - types of foundation - types of bonds in brick work - sectional 
elevation of an external wall - types of stone masonry - section showing different 
components of stone masonry wall - design of lintel - types of roofs - methods of estimate - 
estimate of a single roomed building, masonry platform, masonry tank, R.C.C. slab, R.C.C.  
beam and roof truss.  
 
BME 301 REFRIGERATION ENGINEERING AND  FREEZING 

TECHNOLOGY 
(3) (2+1) 

         
UNIT - I:  FUNDAMENTALS OF THERMODYNAMICS AND REFRIGERATION 

PRINCIPLES 
Thermodynamics - concept- Definition - Laws of Thermodynamics - Heat energy - SI Units - 
latent heat - sensible heat - specific heat Law of perfect gases - Entropy - Enthalpy - Thermo 
dynamic process - Thermo dynamic cycles -  Flow process- Reversible and irreversible 
process. Refrigeration - principles - refrigeration effect - coefficient of performance - units of 
refrigeration co-efficient of performance - Air Refrigeration systems - Ice refrigeration system 
- application of refrigeration and air conditioning. Vapour compression system - simple 
vapour compression cycle - T- S diagram - p-h chart 
 
UNIT - II:  VAPOUR COMPRESSION SYSTEM AND ITS COMPONENTS 
Basic vapour compression system  - Actual Vapour compression system - Compressors -
Condensers - Expansion valves - Evaporators - types and mechanism - Efficiencies of 
different types. Compressors - classification - Reciprocating - Rotary - and centrifugal types - 
Advantages and disadvantage. Suction Pressure and delivery pressure calculations - 
compression ratio -  Condensers - Types - classification - Air-cooled & water cooled - Cooling 
towers - Shell and Tube - evaporative types - forced draft and induced draft condensers - 
Expansion devices - Types - Capillary tube - manual and automatic, low and high side float 
valves 
 
UNIT - III:  REFRIGERANTS AND INSULATION 
Refrigerants - Desirable properties of an ideal Refrigerant - classification - Halo Carbon 
Refrigerants -  A zoetrope, organic, Hydro carbon Refrigerants - Thermodynamic properties 
of Refrigerants - Chemical and Physical properties of refrigerants - Thermal Insulation- 
Desirable properties of insulation materials - types of insulation material - Heat transfer 
Capacity of thermal insulation - Cork - wool - Glass wool. Thermocole - Polyurethane foam. 
 
 
 



 

UNIT - IV:  FREEZING TECHNOLOGY  
Introduction to freezing technology -principles of low temperature  preservations. -  methods  
for freezing - fundamental aspects- heat units- freezing point depression, eutectic point; 
freezing rate  - Types of Freezers - contact plate freezer - Vertical and Horizontal - Blast 
freezer - IQF, Spiral - Belt - types - Cryogenic Freezer. Heat load of freezers -Chilling - Chilled 
Seawater and Refrigerated Seawater systems- Ice manufacturing -mechanism of ice crystal 
formation - Block ice plant - layout and construction- Flake ice machine - Design and 
Construction of Cold Stores - Types -Maintenance of cold stores. Defrosting Methods and 
Safety of Refrigeration systems in freezing industry. 
 
UNIT - V:  APPLICATION TO FISH PROCESSING INDUSTRY 
Application of Refrigeration in sea food processing - characteristics of fish and shellfish; 
changes in fish after death - spoilage and pathogenic microorganisms-spoilage of fish during 
chilled storage; use of antibiotics and chemicals. Handling of fresh fish - Freezing of fish; - 
preparation of fish for freezing. Changes  that occur during frozen storage  - microbiological, 
physical and chemical changes - packaging - thawing of frozen fish  -  methods of thawing. 
Transportation of frozen fish, cold chain, quality control,-sanitation in processing plants 
HACCP  
 
PRACTICAL 
Solving problems on air-cycle - vapour compression cycle - vapour absorption cycle - 
experiments on determination of coefficient of performance of refrigeration system using 
refrigeration tutor, domestic refrigerator, ice plant tutor  - experiments on cooling and 
heating systems - Sanitation and plant housekeeping; chilling and freezing equipment, 
instruments; packages and product styles; methods of icing fish; cooling rate; preservation 
by chilled sea water; freezing and thawing  curves; freezing of different varieties of fish and 
shellfish - determination of quality changes during frozen storage- inspection of frozen fishery 
products; visits to freezing plants. 
 

BME 302 RENEWABLE ENERGY ENGINEERING (2) (1+1) 
                      

UNIT - I:  BIOCHEMICAL CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY 
Biomass - characterization - Aerobic digestion - biological waste water treatment - activated 
sludge process - lagoons - oxidation ponds. Anaerobic digestion - microbiology and 
biochemistry - parameters affecting biogas production - types of biogas plants - family size 
biogas plants - comparison - operation and maintenance. Biodigested slurry - utilization and 
enrichment. Biogas appliances - burner - light - dual-fuel engine 
 
UNIT - II:  THERMOCHEMICAL CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY 
Introduction - classification of fuels - physicochemical characteristics fuel properties of solid, 
liquid and gaseous fuels - Thermogravimetric analysis. Pyrolysis process - types - Reaction 
mechanism of pyrolysis - char production. Bio- oil production - chemicals and fuels 
production. Gasification - chemistry of gasification - types of gasifiers - principles of 
operation - Factors affecting gasification process. Fluidized bed gasifiers-principle-
applications-Gas cleaning methods - materials used for gas cleaning - tar and particulate 
measurement  
 
UNIT - III:  SOLAR ENERGY ENGINEERING 
Solar energy-potential - National Solar Mission - Solar energy availability - basics of sun and 
earth angles. Solar spectrum - definitions - air mass calculations. Concentrating collectors - 
working principle - types of concentrators - Solar cooker - principle and its operation - types 
- advantages. Solar water heaters - types and construction details - principle - materials and 
structure of ETC. Solar dryers - types - principle and application - Solar still - working 



 

principle - thermal efficiency - design parameters - application - Solar pond - working 
principle - types - applications. Solar PV cell - Utility interactive PV systems scenario.    
 
UNIT - IV:  WIND ENERGY ENGINEERING 
Wind - energy source - nature of wind - wind resources assessment and measuring 
instruments. Components of wind energy conversion system - control mechanisms. 
Windmills - types - horizontal axis and vertical axis windmills - onshore and offshore wind 
mills - aerofoils - lift and drag- effect of wind velocity on power and torque.  
 
UNIT - V:  OTHER RENEWABLE RESOURCES 
Geothermal energy - types - geysers - hot springs - fumaroles - thermal applications - 
direct heating system-power plants - types. Tidal energy - gravitational effect - types of 
tides - principle of power generation from tides - power plants. Wave energy -  
classification - dispersion - physical concepts - wave power formula - wave energy flux. 
Ocean thermal energy conversion - principle - thermodynamic efficiency - types of cycles- 
power plant sites - types. Hydrogen, generation, storage, transport and utilization. Fuel 
cells - technologies- types- power generation- batteries - alkaline batteries - lead-acid, 
nickel-cadmium and lithium batteries. Nuclear energy - fission and fusion reactions and light 
water nuclear reactor for power generation - breeder reactor  
 
PRACTICAL  
Biomass characterization - design of biogas plant for solid and liquid wastes - cost 
estimation - analysis of biogas - bio digested slurry analysis- design of UASB reactor- 
compost maturity analysis. Units and conversions- Biomass characteristics - energy 
contents - Estimation of calorific value of fuels-Bomb calorimeter - Boy’s / Junker’s gas 
calorimeter - Flue gas analysis by Orsat apparatus-gas analyzers - study of briquetting 
machines. Study of pyrolysis unit using greens apparatus for charcoal production -Testing 
and evaluation of down draft gasifier and open core gasifier - study of gas cleaning 
systems - stack gas monitor - gas chromatogragh - visit to an industry with gasification 
system. Estimation of relationship between basic earth-sun angles - efficiency of solar flat 
plate collectors and solar cookers - design of solar water heaters and solar driers - 
determination of efficiency of solar water heater - experiment on solar dryers - visit to 
solar thermal energy devices manufacturing unit/industry - performance test on solar PV 
water pumping system - visit to solar thermal/PV power plant.  
Study on wind data and analysis.-Wind energy conversion calculations- Problems on power 
available at different heights- wind measuring instruments-visit to meteorological 
observatory- cost analysis of water pumping windmills-Visit to wind farms- Wind farm 
economics study on wind energy storage system. 
 
FEM 301 FISHERIES ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (3) (2+1) 
 

UNIT - I:  FUNDAMENTALS  
Definition of economics - nature and scope of economics - basic terms and concepts - 
goods - utility - value - wealth - consumption - wants - its characteristics and classification 
- factors of production and it features 

 

UNIT - II:  DEMAND AND SUPPLY 
Demand - demand schedule - demand curve - law of demand - elasticity of demand - types 
of elasticity - factors determining elasticity - measurement - its significance - supply - supply 
schedule - supply curve - law of supply - elasticity of supply - time element in the 
determination of value - market price and  normal price - perfect competition - monopoly 
- monopolistic competition 
 
 

 



 

UNIT - III:  COST ANALYSES AND PRICING 
Cost concepts - f ixed Cost - variable cost - marginal cost - cost output relationship in the 
short run and in long run. Break even analysis - basic assumptions - breakeven chart - 
managerial uses of break even analysis. Pricing practice - full cost pricing - marginal cost 
pricing - going rate pricing - bid pricing - pricing for a rate of return  
 

UNIT - IV:  MARKETING 
Definition, marketing process, dynamics, needs, wants and demands, marketing concepts, 
environment, mix, types. Philosophies, selling versus marketing, organizations, industrial 
versus consumer marketing, consumer goods, industrial goods, product hierarchy. Cultural, 
demographic factors, motives, types, buying decisions, segmentation factors - demographic 
-Psycho graphic and geographic segmentation, process, patterns. Components of marketing 
plan- strategy formulations and the marketing process - product portfolio- branding - brand 
promotion. Pricing - decisions and pricing methods, pricing management. Introduction, uses, 
process of marketing research - market intelligence. Characteristics, impact, goals, types, 
and sales promotions- point of purchase- unique selling proposition. Characteristics, 
wholesaling, retailing,  International marketing, channel design, logistics, and modern trends 
in retailing - export promotion - role of MPEDA 
 

UNIT - V:  ORGANISATION AND FINANCING 
Forms of business - proprietorship - partnership - joint stock company - cooperative 
organization state enterprise - money and banking - banking - kinds - commercial banks - 
central banking functions - control of credit - monetary policy - credit instrument. Types of 
financing - short term borrowing - long term borrowing - internal generation of funds - 
external commercial borrowings - Assistance from government budgeting support and 
international finance corporations - capital structure - working capital management 
 

PRACTICALS 
Working cost/ returns - depreciation- break even analysis- capital budgeting - discounted 
measures - IRR, NPV & BCR. Balance sheet - profit/loss assessment - estimation of cost 
budget - financial efficiency measure - market survey - marketing efficiency measures - 
study of market potential - visits to commercial bank and fish processing unit. 
 
AQE 301 AQUACULTURE MACHINERIES AND EQUIPMENTS (2) (1+1) 
   
UNIT - I  
Pumps: Types, Classification, Theory, Concepts, Procedure of Selection based on 
Characteristic curves, Effiency and Head - Design Process - Application for Aquacultural  
Farms, Hatcheries, Process Plants, Other indoor aquaculture Systems   
 
UNIT - II 
Aerators - Types - Principles and Fundamentals - Air  Transfer rate - Aeration Effectiveness - 
Selection;  Blowers  and  Air Compressors: Types and Uses- Concepts, Procedure of 
Selection based on Characteristic curves, Effiency and Head - Design Process - Application 
for Aquacultural  Farms, Hatcheries, Other indoor aquaculture Systems 
 
UNIT - III 
Feeders for Aquaculture - Types and use - Mechanical, Pneumatic- Demand Feeders-
Automatic- Principles - Planning and Design,  Feed Silos in Farms, Harvesting Equipments - 
Screw Elevators- Fish pumps, Harvest Handling System 



 

 
UNIT - IV 
Filters for Water Treatment for Hatcheries, Processing Plant and  Advanced Culture Systems :  
Mechanical Filters, Biological Filters, Chemical Filters,UV filters - Priniciples, Types , Design 
Selection Construction , Operation and Maintenance.  
 
UNIT - V 
Feed Mill Equipment: Pellet Mill, Screw Extruder, Hammer Mill and Mixers, Screening and 
Conveying Equipment, Dryers - Types, Principles and Selection   
 
PRACTICALS 
1) Study of  pumps and its components  
2) Study of Aerators and its components 
3) Visit to Farms to inspect the machineries and Equipments 
4) Visit to the Earth Moving Equipments  workshop  
5) Study the Feeder and other handling systems 
6) Visit to Feed Plants 
 
AQE 302   ADVANCED AQUACULTURE SYSTEMS (3) 2+1 

          
UNIT - I:  CAGE CULTURE SYSTEMS  
Classification and Types of cage culture - Species wise, Location wise, Material of  
Construction Parameters influencing the design - Site Selection, environmental parameters, 
Logistic Suppor.  Design of the principal components, Mooring systems - anchoring systems, 
- Feeding systems - Safety - Inspection - Harvesting types - off shore cage platforms - Supply 
Boats - etc. 
 
UNIT - II:  RECIRCULATING AQUACULTURE SYSTEMS   
Open system - closed system - Indoor , Outdoor, species wise, Theory, concepts and  Design 
of the components based on mass balancing ; Holding Facility - Types and classification:  
Machineries involved in the RAS - Mechanical filters, Biological Filters, Chemical Filters, 
Ozonators, Oxygen Generators, Lighting System, Specialized Feeding System, Process 
control Automation, Harvesting  and Live Transport Facilities. 
 
UNIT - III:  RACEWAY SYSTEMS 
Types - Species wise, Material of construction, Indoor - Outdoor , Classification - Design of 
the components , Planning the support facilities for operation and Maintenance - Constraints 
and advantages. 
 
UNIT - IV:  BIOFLOC TECHNOLOGY  
Basic Concepts - Definition of Biofloc - Natural  Feed - Species wise - Facility Design - Material 
wise, species wise, location wise;  Design of the components , Planning the support facilities 
for operation and Maintenance. Constraints and advantages. 



 

 
UNIT - V:  STANDARDS FOR SUATAINABLE AQUACULTURE     
Developing site specific, species specific Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) - Develop the 
HACCP for the aquaculture facility - Develop Good Aquaculture Practices (GAP) - Certification 
Standards for International Export.  
 
UNIT - VI:  SYSTEMS FOR SPECIALISED AQUACULTURE PROJECTS   
Systems for Broodstock Domestication - Quarantine - preprimary and primary, secondary - 
Maturation - Nucleus Breeding Centre - Multiplication Centre for Broodstock Rearing - 
Associated Machineries, infrastructure. 
 
PRACTICAL 
Visit to the Aquaculture farms, Design Calculation for RAS, Cage and Raceways, Layout 
design for advanced aquaculture projects, Identify the gaps between customer expectation 
and the actual services provided at different stages of service delivery: Model GAP, SOP and 
HACCP.  
 
FNM 301 MARINE ENGINEERING (2) (1+1) 
                  
UNIT - I 
Constructional Details of I.C. Engines and Marine Diesel Engines: Components: Jackets and 
Liners, Cylinder heads and fittings, Pistons, Cross heads, Connecting rods, Crank shaft, 
bearings, Bed Plates, A-frames, Welded construction for Bedplates & frames and Tie rods 
etc. Cooling of I.C. Engines: Various Cooling media, their merits and demerits, cooling of 
Pistons, cylinder jackets & cylinder heads, Bore cooling, coolant conveying mechanism and 
systems, maintenance of coolant and cooling system, Cooling Water: Testing and 
Treatment. Scavenging arrangements in 2-stroke engines; Air charging and exhausting in 4-
stroke engines; Various types of scavenging in 2-stroke engines; Uni-flow, loop and cross 
flow scavenging, their merits and demerits, Scavenge pumps for normally aspirated engines, 
under piston scavenging, Scavenge manifolds. Supercharging arrangements: Pulse and 
constant pressure type; merits and demerits in highly rated marine propulsion engines. Air 
movements inside the cylinders. Turbocharger and its details. 
 
UNIT - II 
Layout of main and auxiliary machinery in Engine Rooms in different ships. Engine Room 
Piping Arrangements & Fittings: Steam and condensate system, water hammering in pipes, 
Expansion joints in pipelines, Bilge - ballast, fuel oil bunkering and transfer system, 
bunkering procedure, precautions taken, fuel oil service system to main and auxiliary 
engines, lubricating oil and Engine cooling system to main and auxiliary engines, central 
cooling and central priming systems, control and service air system, domestic fresh water 
and sea water (Hydrophore) service system, drinking water system, fire main system. 
 
UNIT - III 
Types of pumps for various requirements - their characteristics, performance and application 
in ships - centrifugal pumps - gear pumps - screw pumps and reciprocating pumps - care 
and maintenance of pumps. Propulsion system - Combinations of engine, transmission and 
propeller; Function of main engine, friction, clutch, hydraulic coupling, gearbox, thrust; 
bearing, shafting, propeller Hydraulic Telemotor system (Transmitter and receiver), Bypass 
valve - charging system, - hydraulic power unit - hunting gear heleshaw pump principle, 
construction and operation - pawl and ratchet mechanism, 2-ram and 4-ram steering gear - 
All- electric steering gear, principle and operation - Hunting gear and emergency steering 
gear. Electro-hydraulic steering gear, Raphson and slide Actuators, Rotary vane steering 
gear - principle - construction - operation - safety features, relief, isolating and bypass 



 

valves, steering system regulations and testing - trouble shooting - rectification 
maintenance. Navigational safety of a ship - case history, cause and /or errors - how to 
avoid rudder restraining, general requirements - requirements for large tankers and gas 
carrier, additional requirements (electrical) definitions - controls - automatic system, general 
arrangement - rudder and pintle, rudder wear down - rudder carrier. 
 
UNIT - IV 
Auxiliary machinery systems - Requirements of a winch, windlass, line and net hauler - 
estimation of their driving torque and power; Operation of a hydraulic steering gear; Rudder 
torque 
 
UNIT - V 
Refrigeration systems on board the fishing vessels; Types of refrigerants and their suitability 
for marine applications 
 
PRACTICAL 
Study of Engine parts, engine testing, dissembling and assembling a running condition 
marine engine; study of marine diesel engines, fuel consumption testing with load; Propeller 
calculations using the computers; calculations related to engine power 

 
FPE 301 INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION OF FISHERY PRODUCTS (3) 2+1 

         
UNIT - I:  DEHYDRATED SMOKED AND FERMENTED FISH PRODUCTS 
Dry fish production - Natural drying and artificial drying of fish, dehydrated jelly fish, 
laminated Bombay duck production - Types of dryers - Salted fish production, technological 
aspects, Dry salted products and Wet salted products preparation - Mono cured, Pit cured, 
Colombo cured products-Cold smoked and hot smoked fish products preparation-Smoking 
kilns-Masmin-Liquid & Electrostatic smoking and their advantages and disadvantages - Fish 
marinades, cold, cooked and fried marinades - Pickled fishery products, fish and prawn 
pickle production - fish sauce - fish paste - Quality changes and quality requirements for 
cured fish products. 
 
UNIT - II:  LOW TEMPERATURE PRESERVED PRODUCTS 
Chilling of fish - Onboard processing of catches - Transportation of live fish/shell fish, Factors 
affecting live fish transportation - Refrigerated transport systems - Technological aspects of 
freezing, methods of freezing: Immersion freezing, direct, indirect contact and cryogenic 
freezing, comparison of various freezing methods, selection of a freezing method - Freezing: 
processing of fin fish, prawns, lobster, squid, cuttle fish, crab - Different frozen fish products 
for export from India - IQF products, processing and packaging - Chemical treatment prior to 
freezing, additives used in freezing-antioxidants, cryoprotectants-Thawing, types of thawing 
- advantages of thawing, thaw drip estimation - Quality evaluation of frozen foods - Theory 
of freeze drying, freeze drying of shrimps and advantages of freeze drying.  
 
UNIT - III:  HIGH TEMPERATURE PRESERVED PRODUCTS 
Pasteurization of crab meat, production process and technological aspects - Canned fish 
products, canning process - unit operations - Canning process for fin fishes viz. sardine, 
mackerel, tuna/shellfishes viz. shrimp, crab, clam, mussel-Retort pouch processing of fish 
and fishery products, unit operation - Additives in fish canning - Spoilage of canned food 
physical, chemical and microbial and prevention of spoilage - Radiation processing of cured 
fish, principles and safety aspects of radiation preservation.  
 
 
 



 

UNIT - IV:  MISCELLANEOUS FISH PRODUCTS 
Production of coated fish products, Battered and breaded product line, fish finger, fish 
nuggets, shrimp products - butterfly, nobashi etc, Squid and cuttle fish products - Squid 
rings, stuffed squid, cuttle fish fillets etc - Fish mince - Mince based fish products - fish 
cutlets, fish balls, fish burgers - Surimi production and surimi based products - Analog 
products, Imitated crab meats, Crab sticks etc - Types of extruders and principle, Extruded 
fish products - Expanded snacks, fish noodles, fish pasta, fish macroni etc; Specialty 
products - Soup powder, wafers production technology. 
 
UNIT - V:   FISH BY-PRODUCTS 
Fish byproducts - Fish meal and fish oil production, fish silage, fish protein concentrate, fish 
protein powder, fish maws; By - products from shark; Chitin, Chitosan and Glucosamine 
hydrochloride production - FPH, Cavier, Fish leather, Fish gelatin and collagen products etc - 
Seaweed based products - Agar, Alginic acid, Carageenan. 
 
PRACTICAL 
Preparation of dried, salted and smoked fish products by different methods - Essentials of 
chilled fish packaging - Visit to live fish/shellfish export unit - Visit to fish/shell fish freezing 
plant - Estimation of thaw drip - Canning of fish and shell fishes - Retort processing of fish 
and shell fishes - Visit to canning plant - Operations of extruder - Preparation of battered and 
breaded products - Preparation of Surimi - Preparation of fish meal, fish oil and 
chitin/chitosan - Visit to fish meal plant. 
 
MAT 302 OPERATIONS RESEARCH (2) 1+1 
 

UNIT - I:  LINEAR PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES 

Linear programming - introduction - problem formulation - graphical method - limitations - 
general linear programming problem (LPP) - canonical and standard forms of LPP - simplex 
method - computational procedure - artificial variable technique - big M - method. 
 

UNIT - II:  TRANSPORTATION AND ASSIGNMENT MODELS 
Transportation problem - mathematical form of TPP - methods of finding initial basic feasible 
solutions - north west corner rule - row minimum - column minimum - matrix minimum - 
Vogel’s approximation method (VAM) - optimal solution - modified distribution method 
(MODI method) - mathematical form - Hungarian method.   
 

UNIT - III:  NETWORK SCHEDULING BY PERT/CPM 
Introduction - network and basic components - construction and time calculation in network 
- critical path method (CPM) - program evaluation and review technique (PERT) calculation - 
advantages in network. 
 

UNIT - IV:  REPLACEMENT MODEL 
Introduction - Replacement of Equipment/ Assert that deteriorates gradually - replacement 
policy when value of money does not change with time (continuous and discrete)-
replacement policy when value of money changes with time-replacement of equipment that 
fails suddenly. 
 

UNIT - V:   INVENTORY MODEL  
Inventory control - selective control techniques - economic lot size problems - (economic 
ordinary quantity) EOQ with and without shortage - EOQ problems with price Breaks - 
inventory control techniques - uncertain demand and stochastic problems. 
 

 



 

PRACTICAL  
Problems in Formulation of  Linear programming Problem - Graphical method - Simplex 
Method - Big M - Method. Transportation Problem - North West - Corner Rule. Row Minimum 
- Column Minimum - Matrix Minimum - Vogel’s Approximation Method (VAM) - Optimal 
Solution - Modified distribution Method (MODI Method).  Assignment Problem - Hungarian 
Method. Construction of Network and time calculation in network. Critical Path Method 
(CPM). Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) calculation. Problems in 
replacement policy when value of money does not change with time (continuous and 
discrete) - replacement policy when value of money changes with time - replacement of 
equipment that fails suddenly. Problems in Inventory model - selective control techniques - 
economic lot size problems - problem of EOQ with and without shortage - EOQ problems 
with price Breaks - Inventory control techniques - uncertain demand and stochastic 
problems. 

 
FPE 302 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT (3) 2+1 
 
UNIT - I:  INTRODUCTION 
Concept of Industrial Engineering - Role of Industrial Engineering - Application - Organization 
- Management - Role of managers - Evolution of Management thought - Organization - 
elements and principles - types - organization chart - departmentation - Authority - 
Delegation of authority. 
 
UNIT - II:  PLANNING AND DECISION MAKING 
Nature and purpose of planning - Planning process - Types of plans - Objectives - product 
planning - Process planning - Decision Making - Types of decision - Decision Making Process - 
Rational Decision Making Process - theory - techniques - Decision Making under different 
conditions - decision theory - cost analysis. 
 
UNIT - III:  PLANT LOCATION, LAYOUT AND WAGE PLAN  
Concepts and factors governing - types of layout - plant layout procedure - Staffing - 
Selection and Recruitment - Orientation - Career Development - Career stages - Training - 
Performance Appraisal. Wage Payment - Methods of calculation - types of labour laws - types 
of taxes. 
 
UNIT - IV:  WORK STUDY, NETWORK AND REPLACEMENT ANALYSIS  
Definition and concept - objective and advantage of work study - objective of work 
measurement - man machine chart - Flow diagram - Operational analysis - P.E.R.T - C.P.M - 
application - Replacement analysis - Factors for replacement analysis - Methods. 
 
UNIT - V:   CONTROLLING 
Process of controlling - Types of control - Budgetary and non - budgetary control techniques 
- production control - routing and scheduling - dispatching - Cost Control - Purchase Control - 
Maintenance Control - Quality Control - Planning operations. Materials Management - Control 
charts and their applications. Accidents and Safety - effects of accidents and safety 
procedures - Environmental Management - various management techniques for control of 
environmental pollution; pollution control acts - Noise and its control. 
 
PRACTICAL 
Study of organization structure  of the college and university , Study of various records in an 
organization , Problems on time-motion study, Problems on selection of plant location, 
Preparation of schedule for a fish processing Industry, Problems on EOQ, Problems on wage 
calculation, Problems on CPM, Problems on PERT, Problems on Break-even analysis, 



 

Preparation of control charts, Problems on replacement analysis - I, Problems on 
replacement analysis - II  
Study on factory buildings, Visit to a service organization, Visit to a production organization, 
Practical Examinations. 

 
AQE 303        COASTAL ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT    (3) 2+1 
          
UNIT - I:  COASTAL ZONE  
Coastal environment - Coastal features, Principles of Coastal zone management, Coastal 
behavior, Shoreline types; Coastal zone - Coastal zone regulations - Beach profile - Surf zone 
- Off shore - Coastal waters - Estuaries - Wet lands and Lagoons - Living resources - Non 
living resources. 
 
UNIT - II:  WAVE DYNAMICS 
Wave theory - Concepts, Wave equations, Deep water waves - Shallow water waves - Wave 
pressure - Wave energy - Wave transformation (Refraction, Reflection, Diffraction), Wave 
current interaction, Wave forces, Breaking of waves - Wave force on structures - Vertical -  
Sloping and stepped barriers - Force on piles. Finite amplitude waves, Surf zone processes; 
Design wave specifications; 
 
UNIT - III:  WAVE FORECASTING AND TIDES  
Need for forecasting - methods of wave forecasting - Classification of tides and predictions; 
Darwin’s equilibrium theory of tides - Effects on structures - seiches, Surges and Tsunamis. 
 
UNIT - IV:  COASTAL PROCESSES 
Coastal transport process; Coastal morphology - Analysis, Modeling and Predictions; Design 
of coastal structures - Erosion and depositional shore features - Methods of protection - 
Breakwaters, Sea walls, Sills, Shore improvement structures. Littoral currents - Coastal 
aquifers - Sea water intrusion - Impact of sewage disposal in seas. Structures near coast - 
Selection of site for harbour - Types and selection of break waters - Need and mode of 
dredging - Selection of dredgers - Effect of Mangalore forest. 
 
UNIT - V:  COASTAL MANAGEMENT  
Goals and purposes of CZM. Management methods and information: public awareness and 
environment policy, general coastal zone programs, shore lands management, coastal water 
basin protection, coastal water quality protection, harvestable resources, and ecosystem 
restoration. Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) Act. Integrated Coastal Zone Management 
(ICZM). International treaties and conventions. Preparation of projects based on the 
provided Guidelines and Standards for Coastal Projects-aquaculture, agriculture, estuarine 
flood protection, sewage treatment systems, solid waste disposal, urban runoff, Power 
plants, disasters, etc. 
 
PRACTICAL  
Field Visits to the Coastal area, Measurement of Tides: Design of Tide fed and pump fed 
farms, Tide prediction calculations, Breakwater measurements at different locations. Fishing 
Port and Jetty inspection  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

BME 303                                         THEORY OF MACHINES                                     (3) 2+1 
 

UNIT - I:  KINEMATICS 
Classification of mechanisms - Basic kinematic concepts and definitions - Degree of freedom, 
Mobility - Kutzbach criterion, Gruebler’s criterion - Grashof’s Law - Kinematic inversions of 
four-bar chain and slider crank chains - Limit positions - Mechanical advantage - 
Transmission Angle - Description of some common mechanisms - Quick return mechanisms, 
Straight line generators - Universal Joint - rocker mechanisms. Linkage Mechanisms - 
Displacement, velocity and acceleration analysis of simple mechanisms - Graphical method- 
Velocity and acceleration polygons - Velocity analysis using instantaneous centres - 
kinematic analysis of simple mechanisms - Coincident points - Coriolis component of 
Acceleration - Introduction to linkage synthesis problem. 
 
UNIT - II:  GEARS AND GEAR TRAINS 
Law of toothed gearing - Involutes and cycloidal tooth profiles -Spur Gear terminology and 
definitions - Gear tooth action - contact ratio - Interference and undercutting. Helical, Bevel, 
Worm, Rack and Pinion gears [Basics only]. Gear trains - Speed ratio, train value - Parallel 
axis gear trains - Epicyclic Gear Trains. 
 
UNIT - III:  DYNAMICS - FORCE ANALYSIS AND BALANCING 
Dynamic force analysis - Inertia force and Inertia torque- D Alembert’s principle -Dynamic 
Analysis in reciprocating engines - Gas forces - Inertia effect of connecting rod- Bearing 
loads - Crank shaft torque - Turning moment diagrams -Fly Wheels - Flywheels of punching 
presses. Balancing- Static and dynamic balancing - Balancing of rotating masses - Balancing 
a single cylinder engine - Balancing of Multi-cylinder inline, V-engines - Partial balancing in 
engines - Balancing of linkages - Balancing machines-Field balancing of discs and rotors. 
 
UNIT - IV:  SINGLE DEGREE FREE VIBRATION 
Basic features of vibratory systems - Degrees of freedom - single degree of freedom - Free 
vibration - Equations of motion - Natural frequency - Types of Damping - Damped vibration- 
Torsional vibration of shaft - Critical speeds of shafts - Torsional vibration - Two and three 
rotor torsional systems. Forced Vibration - Response of one degree freedom systems to 
periodic forcing - Harmonic disturbances -Disturbance caused by unbalance - Support 
motion -transmissibility - Vibration isolation vibration measurement. 
 
UNIT - V:  MECHANISM FOR CONTROL 
Gyroscopes - Gyroscopic forces and torques - Gyroscopic stabilization - Gyroscopic effects in 
Automobiles, ships and airplanes. Governors - Types - Centrifugal governors - Gravity 
controlled (Watt, Porter& Proell) and spring controlled (Hartnell) centrifugal governors - 
Characteristics - Effect of friction - Controlling force curves. 
 
PRACTICAL 
Motorized gyroscope - Study of gyroscopic effect and couple. Governor - Determination of 
range sensitivity, effort etc., for Watts, Porter, Proell, and Hartnell Governors. Whirling of 
shafts - Determination of critical speeds of shafts with concentrated loads.  Single degree of 
freedom Spring Mass System - Determination of natural Frequency and verification of Laws 
of springs - Damping coefficient determination. Multi degree freedom suspension system - 
Determination of influence coefficient. Determination of torsional natural frequency of single 
and Double Rotor systems.- Undamped and Damped Natural frequencies. Vibration Absorber 
- Tuned vibration absorber. Determination of Mass Moment of Inertia of axisymmetric bodies 
using Turn Table apparatus. Problems involving kinematics, gears and gear trains, dynamic 
forces, balancing of engines, Gyroscopes and governers. 

 



 

FQM 301 FOOD SAFETY AND TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT (TQM) (2) 1+1 
         
UNIT - I:  INTRODUCTION 
Definition of food safety and concept of safe food; characterization of food hazards - 
physical, chemical and biological; adulteration, filth, plastics, pesticides, heavy metals; 
Changes due to food processing, trans fatty acids, pyrolytic and thermal decomposition 
products, urethane, mycotoxins, scrombotoxin, migration, cross - contamination, 
nitrates and related products, sulfites, phenolic antioxidants, non-nutritive sweeteners, 
colour additives, fat substitutes, chemical preservatives, veterinary drugs and antibiotics. 
 
UNIT - II:  MONITORING AND REGULATION 
HACCP, GMP; Surveillance networks, Consumer and food service operator 
education, function and roles of USFDA, USDA and EPA; Food Safety and Standards Act 
India 2006; Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, India, 1954; Responsibilities of the 
Food service operator, consumer protection, food audit. 
 
UNIT - III:  TQM PRINCIPLES  
Introduction - Need for quality - Evolution of quality - Definition of quality - Dimensions of 
manufacturing and service quality - Basic concepts of TQM - Definition of TQM - TQM 
Framework - Contributions of Deming, Juran and Crosby - Barriers to TQM Leadership - 
Strategic quality planning, Quality statements - Customer focus - Customer orientation, 
Customer satisfaction, Customer complaints, Customer retention - Employee involvement - 
Motivation, Empowerment, Team and Teamwork, Recognition and Reward, Performance 
appraisal - Continuous process improvement - PDSA cycle, 5s, Kaizen - Supplier partnership - 
Partnering, Supplier selection, Supplier Rating. 
 
UNIT - IV:  TQM TOOLS & TECHNIQUES 
The seven traditional tools of quality - New management tools - Six-sigma: Concepts, 
methodology, applications to manufacturing, service sector including IT - Bench marking - 
Reason to bench mark, Bench marking process - FMEA - Stages, Types Quality circles - 
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) - Taguchi quality loss function - TPM - Concepts, 
improvement needs - Cost of Quality - Performance measures. 
 
UNIT - V:  QUALITY SYSTEMS  
Need for ISO 9000 - ISO 9000-2000 Quality System - Elements, Documentation, Quality 
auditing - QS 9000 - ISO 14000 - Concepts, Requirements and Benefits - Case studies of 
TQM implementation in food and fish processing industry 
 
PRACTICAL 
Organoleptic evaluation of fresh and processed food- Identification of physical hazards fresh 
and processed food in selected food  processing units and their control measures -
Identification of chemical hazards in  fresh and processed food in selected food processing 
units and their control measures -Identification of biological hazards in fresh and processed 
food in selected food- processing units and their control measures - Determination of Filth in  
fresh and frozen food - Determination of plastic materials  in food and food products - 
Determination of global migration rate from plastic packaging materials into food - Visit to 
food processing units and study of HACCP implementation - Identification of  CCP in fish 
processing plants for selected process (freezing, canning, pasteurization etc.,) - 
Development of HACCP plan for selected  fish product - Visit to FSSAI office to study their 
role and functions in monitoring and regulation- Visit to Export inspection agency and  study 
their role and activities in export of food and food products - Visit to Agriculture Products 
Export Development Authority- Visit to Marine Products Export Development Authority to 
study the details about the assistance provided in the fish processing industry and their role 



 

in Quality control - Visit to Food processing units and study of ISO 9000  system and its 
implementation - Visit to Food processing units and study  of ISO 14000 system and its  
implementation - Visit to food processing units and study TQM implementation 

 
FNM 302 NAVIGATION, SEAMANSHIP AND MARINE ELECTRONICS (3) 2+1 
     
UNIT - I:  SHIP PARTS 
Ship and its main parts; ropes - their types, handling; strength and preservation; knots  and 
splices; types of masts and derricks; measurement of speed; maintenance of log sheet; 
measurement of depth; anchoring and mooring;  steering; rolling and pitching. 
 
UNIT - II:  NAVIGRIONAL EQUIPMENTS 
Navigational aids - magnetic compass, gyro compass, sextant, bearing instruments, their 
construction errors and use. Chart - abbreviations and symbols, type of charts and chart 
reading. Sounding instruments - lead lines and echo sounder, their principles and use  
 
UNIT-III:  NAVIGATIONAL SIGNALS 
Measurement of speed, patent log and electric log, principle and construction. Pilot signals, 
distress signals and penalty for their misuse, procedure for sending distress signals by radio 
telephony 
 
UNIT-IV:   FIREFIGHTING AND LIFESAVING APPLIANCES 
Firefighting and lifesaving appliances to be carried on board a fishing vessel as per F.F.A 
and L.S.A rules 1978. Their maintenance curriculum, day and night signals for vessel 
engaged in fishing. Emergency signal, abandon ship signal, Bending setting and taking in 
life boat sails, management of boats under oars, sails, power and in heavy weather, 
recovering boats at sea, Beaching or landing.  Survival procedure in life-boats and life rafts.  
The use and care of rocket and line throwing apparatus. 
 
UNIT - V:   RADIO COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
Manning requirement of fishing vessel.  Electronic navigation and communication aids - 
radar, sonar, Decca, omega, loran etc; Principles of radio transmitter and receiver, direction 
finder, auto direction finder, V.H.F. radio telephone, DECCA navigator - parts  and 
functioning. Sonar block diagram, functioning; Net sonde- trawl eye- trawl link radar, video, 
G.P.S. 
 
PRACTICAL 
Changing from true course to compass and from compass course to true course with or 
without wind. To find the course to steer time required from and to given positions. To find 
position reached after steering a given course and speed. To find the position of the vessel 
by the different methods and to find compass error and deviation by transit bearing of two 
shore objects. To study different types of knots and bends and their use at the sea. 
Operation of echo sounder, V.H.F. sonar, satellite navigator, radar, direction finder- 
preparation of block diagrams. Global positioning system. Chart work; operation of echo 
sounder, sonar, GPS, Radar and communication systems like VHF, SSB; familiarization with 
safety devices like SART, EPIRB and  GMDSS; identification and study of navigation and 
fishing lights, distress signals and navigational equipments like compass, chronometer, 
aneroid barometer, sextant and logs. 

  



 

FNM 303 SEA SAFETY AND DISASTER MANAGEMENT   (2) 1+1 
         
UNIT - I:  SEA SAFETY 
Introduction to sea safety-Safe navigation procedures for fishing vessels; Distress signals; 
marine communication equipments for sea safety; Lifesaving appliances - lifebuoy, lifejacket, 
liferaft, EPIRB etc., Signals for fishing vessel safety; agencies involved in fishing vessel 
rescue operations; Fire fighting and first aid at sea. 

 

UNIT - II:  WARNING SIGNALS 
Weather warning signals and weather reporting system for fishing vessels; Bad weather 
preparations for fishing vessels; Stranding and beaching of fishing vessels and refloatation 
procedures; Measures to enhance sea safety. 
 

UNIT - III:  TYPES OF DISASTER 
International conventions related to sea safety; Preparedness for disasters at sea. Basic 
concepts: Hazard, risk, vulnerability, disaster, capacity building. Multi-hazard and disaster 
vulnerability of India. Types of natural and manmade hazards in fisheries and aquaculture - 
cyclones, floods, droughts, tsunami, El-nino, algal blooms, avalanches, pollution, habitat 
destruction, over fishing, introduction of exotic species, landslides, epidemics, loss of                
bio-diversity etc. Causes, characteristics and impact of various disasters. 
 

UNIT - IV:  MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 
Management strategies: pre-disaster, during disaster and post-disaster. Pre-disaster: 
prevention, preparedness and mitigation; different ways of detecting and predicting 
disasters; early warning, communication and dissemination, community based disaster 
preparedness, structural and non-structural mitigation measures. During disaster: response 
and recovery systems at national, state and local, coordination between different agencies, 
international best practices 
 

UNIT - V:  MITIGATION AND AGENCIES INVOLVED 
Post-disaster: Methods for assessment of initial and long term damages, reconstruction and 
rehabilitation. Prevalent national and global management practices in disaster management. 
Agencies involved in monitoring and early warnings at district, state, national and global 
level. Sea safety and health. 
 

PRACTICAL 
Methods for assessment of initial and long term damages. Preparedness in pre, during and 
post disasters. Acquaintance with fire - fighting devices. Lifesaving appliances and first-aid. 
Operation and usage of communication channels and media. Uses of distress signals and 
technologies. Relief and rehabilitation measures, trauma counseling. Field visits and case 
studies. Group discussion. 
 

FEE 301 FISHERIES EXTENSION  MANAGEMENT   (2) 1+1 
 

UNIT - I:  INTRODUCTION TO EXTENSION EDUCATION 
Extension Education - definition, objectives and principles. History and role of fisheries 
extension, Rural Sociology - definition and scope. Social groups, Social institutions, Social 
control, social problems and gender issues. Psychology - definition. Educational psychology - 
definition and scope. Stimulus-Response (S-R) mechanism - Sensation, Perception and 
Attention. Social Psychology - definition and scope. 
 

UNIT - II:  EXTENSION TEACHING METHODS AND COMMUNICATION 
Extension teaching methods - definition, individual, group and mass contact methods. Audio-
Visual aids - definition, classification, purpose, planning and selection.  Communication - 
definition, types, models, elements. Barriers in communication. Program planning - 
definition, principles, steps in program planning.   



 

 

UNIT - III:  PARTICIPATORY AND GROUP APPROACHES 
Participatory Approaches - Meaning, History, Scope, Importance, Types. Group Approaches - 
Meaning, History, Scope, Importance, Types. 
 

UNIT - IV:  INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY (ICT) 
ICT - definition, scope, importance. ICT tools - internet, video and teleconferencing, 
Interactive Multimedia Compact Disk (IMCD), Mobile phone, Village Knowledge Center 
(VKC), Information Kiosk, Kisan Call Centre (KCC), Portal, Website, Social media, Decision 
Support System, e-Extension. 
 

UNIT - V: DIFFUSION AND ADOPTION 
Diffusion - definition, elements. Innovation - definition, attributes of innovation, Innovation - 
Decision process. Adoption - definition, steps in adoption process, adopter categories. 
Consequences of innovation. Fisheries Act and Policies 
 

PRACTICAL 
Study of Fisheries development programs.  Exposure to University TOT programs. Survey on 
social features of a fishing village.  Practice on preparation of visual aids, news stories, 
popular articles. Visit to a newspaper office. Practice on script writing for radio and 
television. Exposure to ICT tools. Practice on conduct of PRA exercises to identify 
developmental issues in a fishing village. Interaction with a Fish Farmers Group and 
conducting a case study.  Study on constraints in adoption of fisheries technologies among 
fishing community and formulation of fishery development plan. 

 
AQE 304 GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION  SYSTEM (GIS) AND 

REMOTE SENSING  IN  FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE 
(3) 2+1 

 
UNIT - I:  BASICS IN REMOTE SENSING 
Aerial Photography - Relief displacement. Photogrammetry - Stereoscopy - principal points - 
parallax and its measurement. Colours - Composite colour images. Remote Sensing - 
Electromagnetic Spectrum - Radiation laws - Interaction with atmosphere and surfaces, 
spectral reflectance of earth materials and vegetation. Satellite Remote Sensing - Resolution 
- Scanning - Sensors, Land Observation Satellites - Visual image interpretation. 
 
UNIT - II:  DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING 
Digital image processing, Image rectification and Image enhancement - Filtering - band 
rationing, Image classification - supervised & unsupervised classification, Remote sensing 
application in soil & water conservation. 
 
UNIT - III:  GIS AND DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
GIS - types - raster - vector, Data base management systems - RDBMS, Data types - spatial - 
non-spatial, Spatial data models, Spatial referencing, Map projections, Data input, Editing,  
Encoding, Raster data analysis, Vector data analysis. 
 
UNIT - IV:  GIS AND DIGITAL ELEVATION MODEL 
Digital Elevation model, Cost and path analysis, Types of output & Presentation, Types of 
errors  - elimination and accuracies, GIS applications in DEM and its analysis, watershed 
analysis, runoff modeling, soil erosion modeling. 
 
UNIT  - V:   SATELLITES IN FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE 
Environmental satellites - The Landsat series, NOAA and IRS; Digital image processing and 
interpretation. Elements of GIS, Application of remote sensing and GIS to fisheries and 
aquaculture planning and development. 
 



 

PRACTICAL  
Study of satellite information, interpretation of satellite pictures for resource management, 
case studies on remote sensing and GIS applications. 
 
FSC 301 BIOCHEMISTRY OF FISH AND FISHERY PRODUCTS (3) 2+1 
 
UNIT - I:  CARBOHYDRATES 
Major biomolecules in foods and their important functions. Classification of carbohydrates. 
Structures, functions and properties of mono- di- and polysaccharides. Isomerism. 
Mutarotation. Seaweed polysaccharides - sources and uses. Glycolysis and TCA cycle.  
 
UNIT - II:  PROTEINS 
Classification, structure, function and properties of amino acids. Amino acids and 
polypeptide. Primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary structure of proteins. Amphoteric 
property. Biuret reaction and xanthoproteic reaction. Principles of protein purification. 
Protein biosynthesis.  
 
UNIT - III:  LIPIDS 
Classification, structure, functions and properties of lipids. Essential fatty acids and 
phospholipids. Auto-oxidation, saponification value and iodine number. Peroxide value, 
thiobarbituric acid number, oxidative and hydrolytic rancidity. Principle of fatty acid analysis. 
Significance of Omega 3 and 6 fatty acids. Beta oxidation. 
 
UNIT - IV:  NUCLEIC ACIDS 
Structure, function and importance of nucleic acids. Genetic code and recombinant DNA. 
Transcription; translation.  
 
UNIT - V:  ENZYMES 
Enzymes - nomenclature; classification; specificity; mechanism of enzyme action; Kinetics 
and regulation of enzyme activity, purification of enzymes. Steroid and peptide Hormones - 
Chemistry and function. Structure and functions of fat and water soluble vitamins.  
 
PRACTICAL 
Estimation of glucose in fish tissues, Estimation of amino acids, Applications of paper 
chromatography, thin layer chromatography, ion exchange chromatography, Principles of 
electrophoresis, Estimation and separation of proteins by electrophoresis, Determination of 
saponification and iodine values, Determination of lipase activity, Gel filtration, Preparation 
of tissue homogenate and organelle isolation. 

 
FPE 401    PLANT DESIGN AND EQUIPMENT ENGINEERING (3) 2+1 
        
UNIT - I:  EQUIPMENTS FOR FREEZING 
Process Flow - Machinery Selection - Identification of the supporting accessories and Material 
Handling System - Plant design and  lay out for Chilling and Freezing Plants for raw fishery 
products: Chilled fish packing and transportation unit, Bulk freezing - Air blast freezing, IQF 
freezing line, Surimi Production - Design of ice flaking machineries - estimation of cooling 
load for freezing fish.  
 
UNIT - II:  EQUIPMENTS FOR STERILIZATION AND CANNING 
Plant design and  lay out   for different types of cannery and processed fishery products - Design 
of retort -Tuna cannery, Sardine cannery, Seer fish cannery, Shrimp canning line, Caviar 
processing unit Crab meat canning line, Mussel/clam canning line, Fish/prawn pickle preparation 



 

line, Pasteurized crab meat processing line - Design of equipments for cleaning, grading, 
deskinning,  heading and cutting machine. 
 
UNIT - III:  FISH CURING EQUIPMENTS 
Plant design and  lay out   for Smoked fillet production, Dry fish preparation, Salted fish production 
line, Design of driers ,Masmin production. Design of batch type and continuous smoking chambers 
- fish portioning and filleting machine 
 
UNIT - IV:  PROCESSING MACHINERIES FOR BY-PRODUCT UTILIZATION 
Feed Manufacture: Feed formulation and processing, Design of fish feed extruder On-farm feed 
manufacture, Commercial feed manufacture, Process. Flow - Machinery Selection - Identification 
of the supporting accessories and Material Handling System - Plant design and layout.  Feed 
storage. Feeding Practices: Supplementary feed - theory and practice, complete diet - theory and 
practice, Feeding methods and scheduling, ration size, feed performance and economics 
 
UNIT - V:   MACHINERIES FOR FISH BASED PRODUCTS  
Bleeding and chilling equipment- Gutting, cleaning and Descaling equipment - deskinning 
equipment - heading equipment- splitting equipment -  filleting equipment - trimming - pin bone 
removing equipment - Dark meat removing equipment - pre processing equipment- processing 
equipment- storage equipment 
 
PRACTICAL  
Study of various types of fish processing machineries; calculation of power requirements. 
Preparation of process flow, Details of Machineries, Preparation of lay outs, etc. Design and 
drawing of ice flaking machineries, cleaning, grading, deskinning,  heading and cutting 
machine, Smoking chambers, fish portioning and filleting machine, deboning equipments 
and mincers. 
 
FPE 402 FISH PACKAGING AND STORAGE ENGINEERING (3) 2+1 

          
UNIT - I:  CLASSIFICATION OF PACKAGING MATERIAL 
Introduction - Need for packaging, current status of different packaging material use, 
package requirements, package functions, labeling laws - Environmental aspects of food 
packaging. Package materials: classification packages, paper, glass, plastic as package 
material, its manufacture, types, advantages and disadvantages - Metals as packaging 
material, can making process, different types of containers used for seafood canning, 
lacquers AR and SR lacquers. 
 
UNIT - II:  PACKAGING MATERIAL FOR FISHERY PRODUCTS 
Packaging requirements for cured fish products, Different packaging materials used for cured 
and pickled fish products, Advantages and disadvantages - Chilled fish packaging 
requirements, Post facto analysis - Controlled atmospheric packaging, modified atmospheric 
packaging, vacuum packaging, theory and uses - Packaging materials used for frozen seafood, 
specifications and standards - Edible packaging materials for fish - Retortable pouches, 
properties, advantages and disadvantages - Aseptic packaging line, essential components and 
application - Automatic solid and liquid food packaging, form - fill and seal systems, 
mechanisms, uses. 
  
UNIT -III:  PROPERTIES OF PACKAGING MATERIAL 
Mechanical and functional tests on package - Various mechanical and functional tests 
performed in laboratories on package boxes, cans, films and other package materials- Can 
seaming evaluation - Standard specifications for different types of packaging materials. 
  



 

UNIT - IV:  MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEM 
Ideal containers for fish handling, transport and storage, design, material of construction, 
advantages and disadvantages - Insulated containers, calculation of load - Refrigerated 
vehicles for fish transport, - Chilled storage, design, construction, physical parameters and 
technical parameters - Pallets, types and material of construction - Fish meal storage 
considerations - Material handling inside fish processing plant using different types of trucks - 
Cold storage, types, design and maintenance. 
 
UNIT - V:  STORAGE ENGINEERING 
Importance of storage - Effect of moisture content on shelf life of the fishery products- 
Controlled and Modified Atmosphere Storage. Cold Storage - construction, design, 
prefabricated systems. Freezer storage, pre-cooling and pre freezing. Cold storage practice, 
stacking and handling of materials, optimum temperatures for foods. Storages- operation and 
maintenance. Hygienic design considerations for chillers and chilled Storages 
 
PRACTICAL 
Classification of various packages based on material and rigidity - Evaluation of mechanical 
and functional quality of paper, paper boards, plastic film - Thickness, basis weight, 
grammage, water absorption, bursting strength, tear, grease resistance, puncture 
resistance, tensile strength-Determination of gas transmission rate of package films - WVTR 
and OTR of films - Can seaming efficiency testing - MAP and VP of fish - Visit to cold storage 
and processing plant - Visit to paper/plastic processing unit - Visit to packaging equipment 
manufacturing unit.  
 
FNM 401 FISHING HARBOUR  ENGINEERING AND FLEET MANAGEMENT   (3) 2+1 
          
UNIT - I:  TYPES OF HARBOURS AND THEIR COMPONENTS 
Basics of Harbour and Ports - Types commercial - fishing Harbours - landing centers - 
Characteristic features and their Components - Shore side facilities and sea side facilities of a 
typical Harbour - Site selection for the construction of Harbour - Site Survey - Physical, 
Chemical and biological considerations - Instruments used for survey - Topography - wave 
dynamics - Tide characteristics low and high tide consideration - current pattern and layout 
of Harbours - Breakwaters. 
 
UNIT-II:  CONSTRUCTION OF HARBOURS 
Design and Layout of different types of Harbours -  Materials used for construction of 
Harbours - Design and construction of Quays, jetties and slipways - Construction of seaside 
and land side facilities of a typical Harbour - Concrete mix - Timber - iron used for harbour 
construction  - corrosion control  - vessel mooring structures - Bollard design and 
construction - Auction Hall - Fish landing area - Bunkers - Cold Storage and chill storage - 
Vehicle shed - workers amenities - design and construction - Communication and 
Navigational signaling stations - Boat servicing and Maintenance facilities Dry docking  - ship 
way arrangements - waste disposal arrangements - Pilling and types of Piles used for 
HarbourDesign of Lock gates for Dry docking 
 
UNIT - III:  PORT AND HARBOUR MANAGEMENTS 
Functions of different types of ports and Harbours - System, operational and functions of 
different ports and Harbour port authorities and Management bodies. Registration and legal 
formalities of every Vessel - Registration Societies - Registration and monitoring authorities 
for fishing vessels - Dredging - Maintenance of Harbours and Ports - Maintenance of fishing 
Harbour - Pollution and Hazard free Management strategies - Safety of Harbour and Port - 
MARPOL Protocols. 



 

 
UNIT - IV:  FISHING HARBOR MANAGEMENT 
Types of fishing vessel - Rules and regulation for fishing vessels - Construction and 
operational regulations - Dredging - volume estimates - Techniques of dredging - grabbing, 
dragline, pumping suction, blasting, etc. - disposal of dredging materials - Navigational aids 
- Fenders - Steel cradles - Wire ropes - Marine buoys - Turning basin - Water facilities and 
drainage - Sewage treatment - monitoring the standards - waste disposal - Biological, 
electrical, plastic, netting, waste disposals - disposal of  waste from fishing boats - Bilge 
water. Dredging machines and equipments Cranes and lifting mechanism used in Harbours 
 
UNIT - V:  FLEET MANAGEMENT 
Manning Regulation for Fishing Vessels - Personnel Management - Financial Management of 
Vessels - Voyage Planning and Execution - Pre-sailing checks and Inspection of vessels - 
Mechanical and electrical checks - Fire Fighting, Lifesaving appliances - Navigation and 
transmission equipment - Propulsion equipment - fuel, water etc. - Work distribution for crew 
members - Licensing and Registration.  
 
PRACTICAL 
Field visit to study the different harbours and its facilities - Field visit to Dry Docking 
facilities.Study the infrastructure facilities in the small, medium and large fishing harbours - 
Field visit to Fishing Companies to study the fleet management  
 


